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Welcome

A couple of locals enjoying Arrawarra Headland. Image by John Gowing

Hello Coasters,

of Kempsey Central which, along with Coffs Central and Port

Welcome to the annual ‘coffee table’ Summer edition of

Central is owned by my company, Gowings.

Coastbeat.

This Summer issue is bigger than ever before and will now

It’s two years or so since Coastbeat was created, both in print

become an annual issue whilst we turn our attention to regular

and online and we’re proud of the coastal and hinterland dwellers
we have profiled and the great places that have appeared on our

online communications, so log on to coastbeat.com.au and sign
up!
Between printed issues, coastbeat.com.au is your go-to

pages over that time.
I took a photograph the other day in front of our new shack at
Arrawarra that I think encapsulates what the coast is all about.
See above - horses, pandanus and surf, the ‘60s are back!
Coastbeat has covered a broad mix of adventurers, growers,
creatives, environmentalists and many other fascinating people
who make the north coast what it is. Once again, this issue
showcases talented and inspiring people and a variety of
businesses from across our region.

for varied and up-to-date content. If this is the first issue of
Coastbeat you’ve discovered, you’ll also find digital versions of all
six magazines to date and many other engaging articles on our
website.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our founding
sponsors and advertisers. Most of all, I extend my gratitude to
you, our readers – the Coastbeat
Community. We appreciate your
ongoing support.

Our hope with Coastbeat has always been to create a sense
of community where people feel they belong; where they can
share and learn about our fabulous coast. Another important way
for communities to come together is through the arts and we’re
delighted to announce that Majestic Cinemas has now opened in
Kempsey. This wonderful new cinema complex is part

My wishes to all for a happy
Christmas, adventure-filled
Summer and prosperous 2020.
For the Coast,
John Gowing
Skippa - Team Mascot

Cover image of surfboats at Woolgoolga Beach by Coastal Drones (see page 56)

Founding Sponsor Partners
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Cb Summer/Annual Issue Team
Yvette Harper

Carina Pascoe

Editor / Writer

Designer

“It’s the perfect season for some
beachside reading whether it’s
the Akubra story, learning about
influential artists or discovering
new places to explore. Enjoy the
issue.”

Carina was particularly moved by the
story on Steve Sanders. After losing
her father to pancreatic cancer in
2017, this article hit close to home
and she definitely lives by his motto
of ‘making every moment count.’

Geordie Bull

Tia Duck

Writer

Photographer

Macleay Valley writer Geordie
enjoyed diving into the story of
legendary Aussie brand, Akubra. “It
was a real insight into the love and
care that goes into every single one
of these iconic hats.”

Crescent Head based Tia says,
“Kyle Shilling’s story is a reminder that
being brave enough to be yourself is
so important. Remain true to yourself
and you will be weightless - pretence
is what holds us down.”

Elize Strydom

Belinda Eighan

Photographer / Writer

Advertising

This Byron Bay local was honoured to
meet Hayley Talbot and Steph Sims
- extraordinary women who have
overcome adversity and turned their
dreams into reality. She’s excited to
watch their new adventures unfold!

“I’m looking forward to sharing
some of the special spots in my
hometown of Woolgoolga (aka
Woopi) with you. With bush, the
lake and beaches to choose from,
my daily walks are a joy.”

Writers in addition to those above
Ali Hiddlestone, Zacharey Jane, Rochelle Martin

Advertising + Sponsorship Enquiries
Belinda Eighan - belindae@gowings.com

Photographers in addition to those above
Tim Hollister

Press + General Marketing Enquiries
Olivia Hannah, General Manager - olivia@gowings.com

A word from the Editor
Hello everyone,

Following on from John, I’d like to thank all of you - those in

Who doesn’t love Summer and all that it brings? Time with

coastal communities, visitors to the region and our online

family, weekends spent enjoying our gorgeous beaches,

subscribers for such wonderful feedback on the magazine
and the stories we bring you. We love taking a closer look at

fresh prawns, cold beers, road trips...the list goes on.
Find inspiration this holiday season with several articles on
adventure and exploration. We go camping and fishing, get
a first-hand account of walking with kids to Smoky Cape
Lighthouse and hear from the duo behind Jaunt Motors on
transforming iconic 4WDs into electric vehicles. We also
meet passionate environmentalist and game-changer Hayley

the beautiful places we call home and getting to know such
diverse and interesting locals.
As we turn our attention digitally for the coming months,
we hope you’ll continue to support us online. New website
subscribers over Summer are also in the running to win a
$200 Gift Card!

Talbot and chat to two north coast families on the road

Have a memorable Summer,

enjoying the vast Australian landscape.

Yvette
Contact - hello@coastbeat.com.au

Coastbeat Magazine is published by Gowings Media, a division of Gowing Bros. Limited
Suite 21, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road Pyrmont NSW 2009 Australia T +61 2 9264 6321
Views expressed by the authors are not necessarily those of the publisher. Whilst all care is taken in the preparation of this publication, the publisher accepts no
responsibility for any errors and/or omissions. Copyright is reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the express permission of the publisher.
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The company’s managing director, Stephen Keir IV wants Akubra to remain a family business

Old suitcases store leather straps and other items used on the much-loved hats
08 | www.coastbeat.com.au

C O A S T B E AT / G E N E R AT I O N S

Hats off to an Aussie icon
Stephen Keir IV was five years old when his father and grandfather moved the family company to Kempsey at a
time when Australian manufacturers were flocking offshore. Forty-five years on, the Akubra managing director
reflects on the courage it took for his forefathers to stay on Australian soil and his own determination to keep it
that way.
Words by Geordie Bull, photography by Tia Duck

Akubra make a wide range of hats in different styles - there’s a hat for everyone

Akubra’s Kempsey headquarters are decidedly humble for
one of Australia’s most iconic brands, a fact that is not lost
on Stephen Keir IV, whose own office feels like a warm
family living room complete with black and white portraits of
his grandfather, Stephen Keir II and father, Stephen Keir III.

of Crocodile Dundee, John Laws and Greg Norman. When
Australian manufacturers began the mass exodus overseas
to reduce labour costs in the ‘60s and ‘70s, Akubra, now
joined by Stephen Keir III, built a factory in Kempsey and
moved their operations out of Sydney to stay afloat.

“I can feel them looking at me,” he laughs. “But seriously, I
consider what they would do when I’m making decisions.”

“It was tough for them initially,” Stephen says. “Both
my grandfather and my father, as well as the company
secretary, took out second mortgages to keep everyone
As one of Australia’s few large family-owned companies, the
employed. They were very family orientated and ingrained
story of Akubra has been sewn into the fabric of national
in us that if you don’t look after people they
history. Beginning in 1874, the hat-making
won’t look after you. This has been proven
“A few years ago, we
company was established in Tasmania by
over the years.”
snapped a fantastic
Benjamin Dunkerley, who moved to Sydney
and hired hatmaker Stephen Keir I in the early
1900s. As the business grew, Keir married
Dunkerley’s daughter, Ada, and became a
partner in what soon became known as ‘Akubra’
in 1912.

photo of the Dalai
Lama wearing an
Akubra. He had this big
smile and we thought
he looked great.”

The company secured a contract to supply
slouch hats to the Australian Army in WWI (an association
that continues today) and began to grow its operations to
keep up with the demand. When hat sales declined during
the Depression over 200 employees, including the company
directors, took a 10% pay cut to ensure no one was made
redundant.
Stephen Keir II took over the reins in 1952 and Akubra was
contracted to make Panama hats for the 1956 Melbourne
Olympics. The popularity of their range continued to grow
and became a fashion accessory championed by the likes

Akubra survived and flourished, fed by secure
relationships with the Australian Army and a
strong rural customer base. A young Stephen
Keir IV joined the company in 1990 and is now
managing director.

While Akubra’s timeless values of honesty,
fairness and commitment to quality lie at the heart of its
longevity and success, Stephen acknowledges that he lives
in vastly different times to those of his grandfather and
father, who could never have imagined the world of mobile
phones and social media.
“We used to have one office phone that employees could
be contacted on and we’d get maybe one phone call a
month,” he says. “Now, everyone is reachable all the time
and mobiles cause distraction and mental health issues that
we have to navigate. It’s a real challenge.”
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The process of creating an Akubra hat involves many hands
010 | www.coastbeat.com.au

An Akubra waiting to be shaped

Lined up and ready to go

Despite its pitfalls, social media has become a major
marketing tool for Akubra, whose Instagram following sits
around 76,000. When world champion surfer Mick Fanning
posted a picture in a hat, Akubra leveraged the association to
build contracts with surf stores.

“Between my sisters and I, we have seven kids, so we’re

A photo of another famous fan – none other than the Dalai
Lama - also garnered the brand worldwide attention. “A few
years ago, we snapped a fantastic photo of the Dalai Lama
wearing an Akubra in Adelaide,” Stephen relays. “He had this
big smile and we thought he looked great.”

that we’re renowned for our fairness. And I’m proud that this

While the snap garnered plenty of likes, it was also seen
by the Chinese government, who shut down the Akubra
website in China for an entire year. “We didn’t see that
coming!” Stephen laughs. “These days you have to think
about how everything is perceived. We didn’t mean to
get political, it just happened. Social media has changed
everything.”

hoping one of them will take over when I retire! We’ve been
going for 140 years, and want to go for another 140 if we can.
I’m proud of the fact that we’ve proven everyone wrong by
still being here. I’m proud that we pay our bills on time and
company has been through five generations and is moving
onto the sixth generation – which is unheard of.”
One gets the feeling that if Stephen’s forefathers were here,
they’d be pretty proud too.

Instagram mishaps aside, the iconic brand continues to go
from strength to strength – carried by its traditional values,
high-quality product and the fact that Stephen and his family
are steadfastly committed to manufacturing the hats
in Australia.
“Our sales have gone through the roof in the last three
years,” he says. “Like much of our success, it’s happened
organically. We don’t have a huge advertising budget so we
let the product and our history speak for themselves.”
Stephen is justifiably proud of Akubra’s history and the fact
that the company continues to prove the nay-sayers wrong.
“People can’t believe we still manufacture here,” he says,
gesturing to the Kempsey factory. “The reason we’ve been
able to hold onto our values is that we’re not answering to
shareholders and we’re not a massive margin company. If we
were a public company, the first thing they’d do is move us
overseas and that’s not what we’re about.”

A customer tries on a hat in the store at Akubra’s Kempsey factory

Hats can be purchased on site at 89 South St, South
Kempsey or visit akubra.com.au for more information.
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Sabine from Emerald Beach enjoys a swing in the Sherwood Nature Reserve
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C O A S T B E AT / D AY T R I P

Woolgoolga Weekend
When it comes to the Coffs Coast, you’ve probably explored the Jetty Foreshores, browsed around Bello and
whiled away time in Sawtell but what about Woopi? That’s what those in the know call the wonderful beachside
community of Woolgoolga. Come with Coastbeat as we explore this little gem of a village and the gorgeous
beaches to the north of Coffs Harbour.
Words by Yvette Harper, photography by Elize Strydom

Cycle down to Woolgoolga’s Main Beach to watch the sunrise

Nature and Activities

The shallows of Moonee are perfect for younger ones and

Holidaying for a few weeks? With so much to see and do
in this part of the coast, you’ll need it. Woolgoolga Beach
is a family-friendly, patrolled beach close to the shops with
rockpools to explore at the southern end. Wander along
the beach to see if the remnants of Buster are visible - she
washed ashore in 1893. Close by you’ll find Woolgoolga
Lake, a wonderful spot for a picnic.

with a shaded, grassy area adjacent to the shore, this is

It’s also worth venturing up the hill from town to
Woolgoolga Headland to whale watch in season and for
stunning views out across the ocean and Solitary Islands.
Check out the painted water tower too. Back Beach can
be accessed from the headland - it’s a lesser-known, dogfriendly beach and a great location for experienced surfers.

appreciate the long, golden stretch of Moonee Beach on

Surfers also flock to Emerald and ‘Shellys’ (aka the northern
end of Moonee Beach) and Arrawarra has a long, peeling
right-hander that’s well-suited to mal riders. Low tide at
Arrawarra exposes the ancient stone fish traps. The traps are
thought to be at least 1,000 years old and like the plants and
animals of Arrawarra Headland, are protected and respected
as a site of Indigenous significance.
Red Rock and Moonee are both highly recommended for
estuary exploration be it by SUP or kayak. Nearby operators
can help you with hire if you didn’t pack your adventure gear.

a popular area for families to get together. The estuary is
fringed by Moonee Beach Nature Reserve.
Another jewel in the crown of the northern beaches is
Look At Me Now Headland at Emerald Beach. It’s a short
and level walk to the end of the headland, known for its
kangaroos aplenty. It’s also a superb vantage point to
your right and the vast Pacific Ocean before you.
If you’re all beached out, head to the Sherwood Nature
Reserve and take shelter under the lush-green tree canopy.
Take an easy walk through the rainforest to the Woolgoolga
Creek Falls…it’s 3.6kms return.
Nature lovers might also wish to experience this coastal
strip by bike on the Woolgoolga Coastal Loop. This singletrack ride between Woopi and Arrawarra provides cyclists
with varied terrain and terrific views along the way.
Love hiking? Woolgoolga and the northern beaches of the
Coffs Coast form part of the larger Solitary Island Coastal
Walk – a 60km walk stretching from Sawtell in the south,
all the way up to Red Rock. It’s an incredible way to fully
experience the wonders of the region.
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(L to R) Sabine, Augy and Alyssa have a snack at the Emerald Beach General Store

For foodies

Moonee Market at Moonee Beach is home to newly

Weekends away often mean dining out and experiencing
café life the way locals do. Here are some of our
recommendations.

opened, The Black Apple which specialises in healthy

Woolgoolga’s Market Street has established itself as a
location offering a great variety of food. From classic cocktails
at the Sunset Room to tasty vegetarian and vegan specialities
from Ground Earth or a spicy curry from Woopi Tandoori
Nights, you’ll find something very satisfying.

Dog Cafe, Shop & Salon should top your list. It’s believed to

wholefoods with a delicious twist sourced from local
producers. And if you’re holidaying with your pet, Maggie’s
be the only indoor dog café in Australia. You can brunch while
your pooch gets pampered!

Just around the corner on Beach Street is The Box Factory
Burgers. Loaded fries and a generous burger (a Chick Norris
Burger anyone?) will surely hit the spot. Nearby, Bluebottles
Brasserie is a long-standing and popular eatery in the heart of
town. The more tucked away Beachouse Café also draws a
good crowd.
We appreciate that no beach holiday is complete without
sand between the toes, a picnic rug and fresh fish and chips.
Both White Salt and Sea Salt can cater beautifully to any
seafood cravings.
Neighbouring beachside suburbs also have yummy offerings
such as Sunken Chip in Sandy Beach. Sunken Chip is
a community hub with a relaxed atmosphere and fresh,
homemade food.
At nearby Emerald Beach you’ll find Surf St Cafe. Surf St
is the ideal venue to enjoy a lovely meal while soaking up
ocean views. Emerald Beach General Store is also a popular
hang-out. One Sydneysider recently came to stay with us and
declared the hot chips from Hugh and Louis the best ever!
A little further south you’ll find Beachstone Bar & Cafe
set among coastal bushland behind the dunes of North
Sapphire Beach. This stylish café has the added advantage
of being positioned right by a large and very inviting
playground so parents can relax over a coffee or meal while
the kids play.
Emerald Beach General Store owner Hugh Riley serves Sabine
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The remnants of Buster, a vessel that washed ashore in 1893

Culture and Festivals
You may not be aware that Woolgoolga has the largest
regional Sikh/Punjabi population in Australia and is home to
two large Gurdwaras (temples). Each Spring the main street
and beach reserve come alive with colour, music, food and
dance for Curryfest. This vibrant annual festival has been
running since 2006 when Coffs Coast resident, acting legend
Jack Thompson came along to help launch it.
Opposite the temple on River Street is an exciting new
addition - the Sikh Heritage Museum of Australia. Step
inside for a fascinating look at how the first Sikhs came to be
in Woolgoolga and immerse yourself in learning more about
the Sikh identity and religion. The exhibit also details the
important role Sikhs have played in our ANZAC history, shows
Victoria Cross recipients and displays musical instruments

Surfers love Arrawarra’s right-hander

and weaponry such as spears, shields and swords.
In addition to Curryfest, Woopi is also home to other fun
festivals and events. You’ve just missed it for 2019 but get
set for another family friendly event next year at Blues and
Berries. As the name suggests, this is a day focussed on
food and music. Toe-tap to blues and roots tunes and tuck
into some delicious blueberries - one of the region’s most
successful exports.
The seaside village also hosts Eat Street – a night of outdoor
dining, street food and entertainment. Dine under the stars
from food trucks and the restaurants of Market Street as they
present their favourite dishes. It’s on again in August 2020.
For more info on Woopi and all it has to
offer see coffscoast.com - Woolgoolga

One of two large Sikh Gurdwaras (temples) in Woolgoolga
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Kyle Shilling is breaking the silence around mental health
016 | www.coastbeat.com.au

C O A S T B E AT / R I S I N G S TA R

Breaking the Silence
From the wrong side of the tracks to the red carpet, Manning Valley dancer, actor and hip hop artist Kyle Shilling
is a rising star with an important message.
Words by Geordie Bull, photography by Tia Duck

The talented dancer is reconnecting to his heritage and encouraging others to do the same

It took a song penned by his younger brother for 25-year-old
Kyle Shilling to question his path in life. Growing up in the
Manning Valley’s Wallabi Point as the eldest of five (he also
has a twin brother) Kyle spent his teenage years indulging in
the kind of behaviour he believed was expected of him.

always been encouraged to research our culture, and traced
our bloodline to the Widjubal clan inside the Bundjalung
nation around Lismore. We also found out that we’re part
South Sea Islander and that our great-grandmother was a
sugar cane slave brought over from the islands.”

“I was a really naughty teenager and an angry person,”
Since discovering his roots, Kyle’s drive to perform and
Kyle reflects. “We’d drink and take cars for joyrides. Every
create has been infused with a ‘why’ that goes beyond
weekend I was brought home by the police, and gangs of
making a name for himself – exemplified by his recent
people would show up to my parents’ house
lead role in the award-winning play, Man With
“Part of my work is to
looking for me. It got really bad.”
The Iron Neck, a production that explores
remind Aboriginal kids
the pervasive issue of suicide in Indigenous
When he turned 17, Kyle realised that he was
that they come from
communities.
on a dead-end road that would eventually lead
a performing culture.
to gaol - or worse.
“Being part of the production really opened
I encourage them to
my eyes,” Kyle explains. “While I knew about
“One of my little brothers showed me a verse of
take advantage of the
the problem before, I’d never paid a lot of
a song he’d written about how he felt watching
creativity that is in their
attention to it. When I learned the statistics
the way my life was unfolding,” he says. “I
blood, to build stories,
around suicide in Aboriginal families, and that
realised the pain I’d put my family through and
dance and spread the
Aboriginal people have the highest suicide rate
knew I was ready to make different choices.”
word.”
in the world, I felt like I had to do everything
A talented dancer and songwriter, Kyle was
I could to bring attention to the issue and the interencouraged by his family to enrol in NAISDA, a performing
generational trauma that is embedded into our people.”
arts college for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander youth.
Devastatingly, one of his close friends took his own life
Whilst studying at NAISDA, Kyle began the journey of
while Kyle was touring with the production. “I couldn’t make
channelling his experiences into art and researching his
it to his funeral because we were performing that day,” Kyle
cultural background.
says, sadly. “His death gave me a sense of urgency about
“My twin brother and I are the only Aboriginal people in my
spreading the message that Man With The Iron Neck is
family,” he says. “My father was Aboriginal but he left when I
about, both personally and publically. It’s just so important to
was little, and my mum is white. It’s a confusing family! We’d
reach out and talk to each other about this stuff.”
017 | www.coastbeat.com.au

Kyle has worked hard to change the direction of his life

“I had another friend who had a serious motorbike accident
and was in hospital for months. I messaged him every night
during that time. A couple of months later when he was out
of hospital, he told me how low he had been feeling and
how much he looked forward to my messages every night.
Sometimes the small things make a big difference.”
On top of his work as a musician, actor and dancer, Kyle
teaches at the Stacey Lee School of Dance in Taree. He
also works with Indigenous communities in Alice Springs,
encouraging young people to use creative practices as a
vehicle for sharing stories and managing their mental health.
Often, it takes Kyle sharing his own stories to break the ice
and gain a rapport with kids who are struggling.

When asked what wisdom he’d share with his younger self,
Kyle pauses for a moment. “I like what my younger self went
through,” he smiles. “People think that if they grow up in
a bad situation that they have no choice, but I’m proof that
we’re all born with a choice.”
Watch this space.
If this story has brought up issues for you, you can call
Lifeline on 13 11 14 or Beyond Blue on 1300 22 4636

“Part of my work is to remind Aboriginal kids that they
come from a performing culture. I encourage them to take
advantage of the creativity that is in their blood, to build
stories, dance and spread the word.”
Kyle’s willingness to break the silence on mental health
issues has also created significant change in his personal life,
leading him to give up alcohol and use music and creative
expression to deal with feelings of anxiety and depression.
“I’ve now realised that alcohol was really impacting my
mental health – the world is so much clearer now,” he says.
“I don’t look down on anyone who still drinks but I see the
effect it has on communities. It’s devastating.”
Since finishing Man With The Iron Neck, Kyle has been
focusing on music - he performed at the Gold Coast’s Pig Day
Out Festival in September. Proceeds from the event went
to Livin (www.livin.com), an Australian charity that supports
the issues closest to Kyle’s heart: mental health and suicide
prevention. He’s also working with new management to
secure some on-screen roles and plans to take his talent,
message and culture all the way to Hollywood.

A man of many talents

Keep up with Kyle’s music and projects on Instagram
@kyleshilling and Facebook @kyle93shilling
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Paradise awaits
at our beachside holiday parks

Grassy Head | Stuarts Point | Horseshoe Bay | Hat Head | Crescent Head
macleayvalleyholidayparks

macleayvalleyholidayparks

1300 425 605 | macleayvalleyholidayparks.com.au

One of the quiet dusty roads that forms part of the stunning trail in South West Rocks
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C O A S T B E AT / E X P L O R E

The trail to Smoky Cape
We’re blessed to live on a coastline rich in wild natural places just begging to be explored. With this in mind,
Coastbeat writer Geordie Bull and two friends tackled the 10-kilometre Little Bay to Smoky Cape trail with four
kids in tow - and got more of an adventure than they bargained for.
Words by Geordie Bull, photography by Tim Hollister

Looking back over Little Bay where we commenced our walk

I’m always on the hunt for kid-friendly activities that let us
all experience the great outdoors and, after exhausting most
of the shorter walks in our region, I was keen to tackle a
longer hike that that would challenge my six and eight-yearold. Set amongst the stunning scenery of Hat Head National
Park, the Little Bay to Smoky Cape Trail in South West Rocks
seemed like the perfect fit.
South West Rocks is one of the most beautiful
places I’ve visited, ticking all the boxes for
white sandy beaches, untouched coastal
forest and striking granite rock formations
that are perfect for rock-hopping enthusiasts.
Luckily for us, it’s just down the road.

Right on cue I hear, “Mum, I thought you said this walk was
flat!” As the steep ascent continues, I admit that I haven’t
done my research. “We can’t turn back now, we’re only at
the beginning”, I answer cheerily.
Full of energy, the kids stride ahead, the boys sword-fighting
with sticks while the girls happily chat. At the top of the
hill we refuel with a few jelly snakes before

“South West Rocks is
one of the most beautiful
places I’ve visited,
ticking all the boxes for
white sandy beaches,

descending into a breathtaking forest of grass
trees and rare coastal rainforest. Even the
boisterous boys fall silent; there’s something
about walking in the bush that inspires reverence
and a deep sense of relaxation that can only be

felt in the natural world. This is why I love hiking.
untouched coastal forest
My first step in planning the adventure was
The track ends at an unsealed road leading to
and striking granite
to recruit friends for the kids as experience
North Gap Beach which we follow all the way to
has taught me that they whinge less when
rock formations that are
the picnic area, the kids running down the steep
they’ve got mates to walk with. My husband
perfect for rock-hopping
road as fast as their little legs can take them.
was away so I also asked two of my friends,
enthusiasts.”
After checking out Gap Beach (a must-do and one
Samantha and Adam, if they wanted to tag
of the prettiest beaches in the area) we eat lunch
along with their son. They were keen, so we
under
cabbage
tree palms.
stocked our backpacks with plenty of water, lunchboxes and
lollies (in case the kids needed some ‘encouraging’) and we
After lunch, we follow a track running parallel to Gap
were off.
Beach, passing through patches of paperbarks and swamp
Beginning at Little Bay picnic area, the trail heads up past
Overshot Dam, steeply ascending though heathland to the
top of Little Smoky Mountain. A kilometre into the climb I
remember that I’d told the kids the trail would be fairly level.

mahogany as well as rainforest (apparently, this is a great
birdwatching spot, but our noisy party scares them away!)
until we reach the next headland. Then the real adventure
begins.
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A picturesque ending at Smoky Cape Lighthouse

Because I’ve done a few hikes in the Macleay Valley, I

Walking Tips

assumed this trail would be well-signposted. Boy, was I

• Feeling fit? Add in a three-kilometre detour to Green Island
to enjoy views of Smoky Cape Lighthouse

wrong. Searching for a path over the headland, we try a
couple of overgrown goat tracks before giving up and heading
back to the road leading up to the southern Gap Beach car
park - an epic ascent that finally (and understandably) elicits
complaints. The kids experiment with walking backwards
and sideways before finally lying in the middle of the road in
defeat. Eventually, they jump back up and manage to reach
the carpark where the Smoky Cape track begins.
This section of the trail is our favourite – a comfortable
meander along ridges and through lush fern gullies that well
and truly makes up for the arduous stint on the uphill road.

• Bring a friend, plenty of water and a sense of adventure as the
trail is not well-signposted
• If you’re visiting during the warmer months, pack swimmers –
there are plenty of opportunities to take a dip along the way
• The trail can also be completed in reverse, starting at Smoky
Cape and finishing at the Little Bay picnic area
• It’s a one-way trail so organise to be picked up or bring two cars
• Phone reception is poor so, as always, advise someone else of
your plans

We begin to see snippets of turquoise ocean, signalling that
we’re nearing our destination and again, a peaceful mood
settles on all of us as we continue at a steady pace. Judging
by their energy levels we muse that the kids could walk
another 10 kilometres as we watch them running, playing and
marvelling at new discoveries.
Before we know it, the track ends and we’re thrust into the
bright sun at Smoky Cape’s Captain Cook Lookout. With
energy to spare, the girls join Sam for a victory dance on the
picnic table while the boys scramble off to explore the bush.
Arriving home, Google informs me that the trail is grade five
with ‘no directional signage, many obstacles and a steep and
difficult track for experienced bushwalkers’. In hindsight, I
enjoy the fact that my ignorance allowed the kids to surprise
me (and themselves) with their capability and resilience.
Bring on the next adventure!

Mini adventurers on the move. Image by Adam Williams

For info visit nationalparks.nsw.gov.au
and search ‘Smoky Cape walking track’
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Sooz and the kayaking group make their way along the beautiful Boambee Creek

The gorgeous natural surrounds present the opportunity to explore the mangroves for fish and birdlife
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Exploring the Coffs Coast waterways
The Coffs Coast is celebrated for its diversity of outdoor experiences with nature reserves, uncrowded beaches,
pristine creeks and inviting estuaries. From Bellingen to Boambee and up to Red Rock, one local photographer
heads to the waterways to showcase the beauty of this region from a whole new perspective…
Words and images by Sooz Myhill, aerial photography by Square Up Drone Photography

Being so protected makes Boambee Creek ideal for family fun on the water

Boambee Creek with C-Change Adventures

green under the bridge and different shades of aqua towards

Boambee Creek in Sawtell must be one of the best kept
secrets on the coast. The contrast of the azure and turquoise
water against the golden sand is stunning and in such
inviting conditions, I was excited to be venturing out with
C-Change Adventures.

the sea.

C-Change Adventures is a local, family-owned business that
offers water-based experiences such as white-water and
sea kayaking at different locations on the Coffs Coast. Being
so protected makes Boambee Creek a favourite, especially
with families.

After a bit of ocean time, we turned around and paddled

Owner Matt Sparrius has a degree in Marine and
Environmental Science and loves to impart his knowledge
of estuarine and mangrove eco-systems with the groups
he takes out. In holiday time, Matt’s two kids, Mosey and
Isabel, are often along for the ride too.

calls The Mangrove Maze. There were tricky obstacles and

I arrived a bit early and took the opportunity to walk along
the footbridge that crosses the creek. I captured a lovely
panorama encompassing the headland and creek wrapping
around to the river mouth at the ocean.
When I returned to the shoreline, Matt was setting up.
Families had arrived and kids were slipping on their life
jackets and eyeing off the assortment of kayaks and stand
up paddleboards available.
After safety instructions, I placed my camera gear into a
drybag and boarded the kayak. We glided along the creek
towards the ocean and as we approached the footbridge,
I could see silver flashes of fish below the surface that
scattered as we came close. The water appeared deep and

The ocean was surprisingly calm, and the kayaks remained
stable as we headed a little further out into the break than
the SUPs. C-Change often use sea kayaks on tours which
are ideally suited to the often-choppier ocean conditions.
upstream. Matt arranged games for the kids along the way
and the little ones especially loved trying to collect coloured
balls before they drifted slowly away.
Continuing upstream, we made our way to a spot Matt
fascinating twisted branches to manoeuvre around. We
could see where yabbies had made holes in the sand and
Matt suggested heading to the sandbar with yabby pumps
to try to find some.
Drifting over, we beached our kayaks and SUPs before
the older kids searched for yabbies (with success) and the
younger ones played in the shallows.
The morning had flown by and before tummies began to
grumble, we set off on the return leg where morning tea
awaited us.
Kayaking at Boambee Creek was wonderful, with Matt’s
environmental knowledge and paddling expertise an added
benefit to the whole experience. I very much look forward
to another tour on our gorgeous local waterways soon.
For further info phone Matt on 0468 406 222 or visit
cchangeadventures.com.au
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An evening under the stars was a wonderful way to experience the river

A Full Moon Canoe Experience on the Bellinger River

disappeared, and the sky and river open up before me.

My past canoeing experience involved glorious sunshine,

A rich, earthy smell fills the air and we see old farmland all

a gentle breeze on my face, cool water splashing up from

around us before making a turn up Hydes Creek. Overarching

the paddle and more often than not, sunburn. A canoe tour

trees line the banks and, seemingly, stretch out to touch the

beneath a full moon on the Bellinger River had never crossed

trees on the opposite side of the creek. For a moment, I’m

my mind and certainly piqued my curiosity.

reminded of a scene from a Tolkien book; it feels magical and

Situated on the outskirts of the picturesque town of

surreal.

Bellingen, along the Waterfall Way, is Bellingen Canoe

As we glide along, Daniel tells us that fireflies visit for just a

Adventures. I was excited about my paddle up the river and

few weeks a year in September, so it’s worth timing a canoe

looking forward to meeting owners, Daniel and Jody who

experience to see them light up the night sky. We arrive at

have been running the business for 20 years.

the best viewing spot and take in the gorgeous full moon

We arrive after sunset with eager tour members being

that highlights the surrounding landscape. We sit for a while

welcomed by Daniel, who provides us with glowsticks and

absorbing the beauty and tranquillity.

life jackets. I catch glimpses of the moon through the clouds

As we paddle back to meet the Bellinger River again, Daniel

as we follow the path to the riverbank where our canoes

tells us tales, looks for shooting stars and points out different

await. Here, we receive instructions on safety and navigation.

constellations and planets. We then canoe along the final

Heading upstream, I am surprised at how quickly my eyes

stretch of water and return to our starting point.

adjust to the dark of night. My ears are adjusting too, and I

After disembarking from our canoes and handing back the

hear the adorable tune of the willie wagtail singing its night

lifejackets, Jody greets us with a glass of champagne. It’s the

song. I soon notice a campfire in the distance where people

perfect way to end our evening with the stars!

are enjoying a beautiful evening by the river.

For details on the full moon experience visit

Picking up the pace, I notice that the clouds have

canoeadventures.com.au

At Red Rock, the group painted white ochre on one another

The Corindi River conditions were perfect for first-time paddlers
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Red Rock holds much significance to the local Indigenous Gumbaynggirr people

Red Rock with Wajaana Yaam Adventure Tours
Tucked away just north of Woolgoolga lies Red Rock, a small
coastal town abounding in natural beauty. Red Rock holds
much history for the Gumbaynggirr people, and I was keen
to find out more about the area.
I had arranged to meet my guides, Clark Webb and Shane
Singleton from Wajaana Yaam Adventure Tours on the banks
of the Corindi River. In the Gumbaynggirr language, Wajaana
Yaam translates to ‘from this country’. They operate tours in
picturesque and culturally significant settings.
As I arrived, Clark was demonstrating how to ride a stand-up
to some local kids paddle boarding for the first time. Camera
gear in hand, I figured a canoe would be a safer bet for me
and with Shane at the helm, I hopped into the canoe before
we slowly ventured out into the river.
Within moments the kids were alongside us, having quickly
mastered their paddle boarding technique. Clark moved to
the front of the group, guiding us along the estuary. The
current was fast-moving, and the water glistened blue green
with flecks of gold from the sun. We cruised by a flock of
spoonbills who took flight from the shoreline alongside the
canoe.
As we neared the ocean, we pulled into a cove on our right
where many jagged rocks were positioned by the shore.

smooth and soft to touch. Clark and the group then painted
the ochre on one another. It was a beautiful moment to
observe.
Next, we followed Clark around the corner where the main
headland loomed large before us. The ancient rock formation
stands at a height of about 20 metres and is made of jasper,
a form of red quartz. Clark pointed out areas of particular
significance to the Gumbaynggirr people.
With dusk approaching, we followed the path to the end of
the headland where we stood, captivated by the vast ocean
views.
Due to the tide, our return journey was quicker. As Shane
paddled and I took photos, I heard the children asking Clark
the names of different fish species in the Gumbaynggirr
language which they would then repeat back to him in the
hope of retaining the words.
As we arrived back at our starting point, part of me wanted
to head back out to explore more of the environment but
I was grateful to have experienced such a beautiful and
genuine water-based adventure – one enhanced by Clark
and Shane’s local insight into Red Rock and the surrounding
region. This is an activity not to be missed.
Wajaana Yaam also do tours at Coffs Creek
& Moonee. Visit wajaanayaam.com.au

I noticed the rocks and cliff face were covered in different
shades of ochre. Clark and the kids headed over to the
cliff wall which was lined with a silky white ochre that was

To discover more great activities
in the region visit coffscoast.com
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Odd + Quirky Facts on... Bellingen
Australia’s oldest tall ship, the Alma Doepel was built by Frederik Doepel on site at the Old Butter Factory in 1902 and
was fashioned from local timbers. He named the vessel in honour of his youngest daughter. This beautiful, three-masted
schooner took pride of place in Sydney Harbour during our bicentenary celebrations and is currently being restored in
Melbourne.

Alma Doepel image by Andrew McKinnon

The critically
endangered
Bellinger River
Snapping Turtle is
endemic to the
Bellinger River
(see page 32).
Turtle image courtesy of DPIE

Image courtesy of Penguin Random House

Celebrated Australian novelist Peter Carey
David Helfgott at home in the Promised Land

lived here in the early ‘80s. His novel, Oscar

One of the best-known local residents is world-renowned pianist,

and Lucinda was inspired, in part, by his

David Helfgott who we were delighted to feature in our last issue.

time in the Bello Shire.
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Former Australian test cricketer and
captain Adam Gilchrist was born in the
Bellingen District Hospital in 1971.
His father was Science Master
at Dorrigo High School at the
time. A commemorative
bronze bust of “Gilly”
can be found in the
town’s main street.

The Sara family image is courtesy of first-born quadruplet Alison Henderson

British-born Bellingen resident Betty Sara became a media sensation in
1950 when she safely delivered Australia’s first ever quadruplets. The
arrival of the quads created headlines around the globe. Betty,
who resides in Coffs Harbour, will celebrate her 99th birthday in January.

River image courtesy of coffscoast.com

Bellinger or Bellingen? Rumour has is that a draughtsman compiling a map long ago mistook a handwritten “n” for an “r”,
so the river became Bellinger whilst the town retained the correct spelling.

The Federal Hotel (1901) was supposed to be built
in brick but after the ship carrying the load from

Image by Gethin Coles: Bellingen Shire Council

Sydney sank, rosewood and cedar was used in the

The Hammond and Wheatley building was the first cement

construction instead.

brick building in Australia.
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Saving the Bellinger River Turtle
There’s a turtle species that exists in just one catchment on the planet and that’s here in Coastbeat country – the
Bellinger River to be exact. This freshwater snapping turtle is one of the rarest in the world and was on the brink
of extinction until dedicated and passionate environmentalists stepped in to save them.
Words by Yvette Harper, images courtesy of DPIE

This rare species was first observed in the 1970s. All hatchling images by Paul Fahy

One of my husband’s most enjoyable ‘office’ days involved
time in the Bellinger River searching for turtles. The
environmental body he works with was assisting what is
now DPIE (NSW Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment) but I’m getting ahead of myself. Let’s go back
to 2015...

year, $100 million NSW Government program that focusses
on securing a future for threatened animal and plant species
across the State.

A few years ago, a couple of Bellingen locals were cruising
the nearby waterways by canoe when they happened
upon a Bellinger River Snapping Turtle - a short-necked,
freshwater species first observed in the river in the early
1970s. The canoeists were able to get surprisingly close to
the turtle and soon discovered why; its eyes were grown
over with disease. A little further upstream, they discovered
another animal in the same condition. Within a short time,
they would retrieve some 50 dead and dying turtles from
the river.

Fittingly, on World Turtle Day in May this year, the DPIE
announced the release of 10 juvenile turtles back into the
Bellinger River. It was a cause for celebration for the many
dedicated people who have been involved in the program;
from government agencies to scientists, environmentalists,
locals living along the river and the Bellingen Riverwatch
volunteers who regularly monitor the water quality.

The results of the captive breeding program at Taronga were
promising indeed; 22 healthy hatchlings were welcomed in
2017 with another 31 healthy arrivals last year.

Minister for Energy and Environment, Matt Kean, for one, is
delighted to see the Bellinger River Snapping Turtle making

Devastatingly, these turtles had all been infected by what
would become known as Bellinger River Virus (BRV)
which causes blindness, internal organ necrosis and the
development of sudden inflammatory lesions. In just three
months, an estimated 90% of the Bellinger River Snapping
Turtle (BRST) succumbed to the deadly disease. A once
healthy population of roughly 4,500 had dwindled and the
future of the species was looking dire.
Fortunately though, about 20 virus-free turtles were able
to be collected from the river (hence my husband’s search
efforts) for a captive breeding program at Sydney’s Taronga
Zoo. This was part of the Saving our Species program; a five-

10 juvenile turtles were released back into the river earlier this year
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a comeback. “The release of the turtles earlier this year is
exciting because it represents a big step forward on the
path to securing the future of the Bellinger River Snapping
Turtle. This is a species that was almost wiped out, if not
for the rapid response from the NSW Government and its
partners. Releasing animals bred in captivity at Taronga Zoo
represents a significant milestone in the project,” he says.
“It has been exciting to monitor their progress after being
raised in captivity for almost two years. Hopefully more
animals will be released into the river if the trial
proves successful.”

Blindness is just one of the effects of BRV. Image by Shane Ruming

Securing threatened plants and animals in the wild is the
number one goal for Saving our Species and the Minister
acknowledges that with people power and key partnerships,
much is possible, “This project in the Bellinger River shows
that, with strong community support and partnerships, we
can make real positive change to our threatened species”.
Saving this particular creature has been a wonderfully
collaborative effort and we’ll be sure to keep you updated on
this remarkable freshwater turtle, endemic to our
local catchment.
In addition to the Bellinger River Snapping Turtle, the
innovative state wide Saving our Species program includes
mammals, birds, plants and even another endangered turtle
species in Coastbeat territory, the much-loved but little
known, Manning River helmeted turtle.

To find out more, search ‘Saving our
Species’ at environment.nsw.gov.au

Lord Howe Island
All Inclusive Packages 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return QantasLink flights ex Sydney or Brisbane
7 nights accommodation at Leanda Lei Apartments
Return island airport transfers
Daily breakfast at Coral Café
7 days bike hire
Tours, activities & evening dinners

Travel Dates - 2020

From

29 February - 7 March

$3399

4 - 11 April

$3349

25 April - 2 May

$2999

Specialising exclusively in Lord Howe Island & Norfolk Island
Go to oxleytravel.com.au, freecall 1800 671 546 or visit your local travel agent
@oxleytravel
Prices are per person twin share. Single supplements apply. Subject to specific fare availability. Tours may change
subject to weather conditions. Dining venues subject to change. Information & prices are correct at time of printing.
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Image of humpback and calf by Kian Bates, Raw Edge Photography

Will and Luca (front) on arrival at Gnaraloo Sation in WA - where the desert meets the sea

Rochelle and Aaron with a boab tree backdrop in the Kimberley region
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Caravan of Crazy
Each and every week families around Australia decide to trade their conventional lives for adventures on the
road. Here, one north coast family share their highs and lows and reflect upon the ways in which their journey is
shaping them.
Words and images by Rochelle Martin

The vast and wondrous west - Warroora Station, WA

As I’ve discovered over the last several months, this
My job as a travel producer has taken me to more than 50
‘Travelling Oz as a Family’ caper has never been so popular.
countries and while I feel incredibly fortunate, the downside
Cramming your dearly beloveds into vans, camper trailers
to all that jet-setting is missing out on many precious
and yes, even tents (far braver than me), for months on end
moments at home. For me, that was the biggest driving
with no reprieve…surely, we’re all crazy? Quite possibly,
force for the trip; time together, just the four of us with no
some of us are and I’m under no illusion that this experience
schedules and no commitments.
is for everyone. However, I can honestly say - hand on heart
Schooling is a biggie and I’ve been surprised by the number
- that as a family, it’s the best decision we’ve
of families travelling with very small children, purely
ever made. The nomadic life has brought out “The more remote inland
to sneak the trip in before the kids hit school age. In
the best in all of us.
areas have been some
most instances, if you take off just one school term
This trip has been a dream of mine since the of our most memorable
you can get away with the kids keeping a journal
kids were babies and with the boys going
stops.”
and reading regularly, any longer and you need to
into Year 4 (Luca) and Year 6 (Will) next year,
be enrolled in either home schooling or distance
I decided this might be the last chance to realise that
education, which we opted for.
dream. It seemed the perfect time; that sweet spot
I won’t sugar coat it; the schooling has been the single most
between being old enough to remember it all but not so
challenging aspect of the trip.
old that they consider months of confinement with mum
and dad a total nightmare!
The distance ed set-up is brilliant and I can’t fault it but
My husband Aaron and I are both very fortunate to have
flexible work environments; Aaron is self-employed, and I
work remotely and was also owed some leave. I managed
to convince my boss that I could use that leave and, for the
remainder of the trip, fly in and out for work from wherever
we happened to be in the country at the time.

playing teacher to your own children and dragging them
away from having the time of their little lives to sit down
and do schoolwork is no easy task. We’ve probably done
the bare minimum as far as school hours go but we take
comfort in the fact that the boys are learning so much more
from the whole experience than they could in a classroom.
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Will checking out rock formations on the Spider Walk in Karijini National Park, WA

I had plenty of worries going into the trip - not just about how
we’d all manage in such a confined space and being together
24/7, but about taking the boys away from family, mates,
school, sports and the only life they’ve ever known.

Living in a 17-foot van (in such close proximity that you can

They’re both avid surfers. They spend endless hours in the
surf at home as well as competing up and down the east
coast and here I was ‘subjecting’ them to months away
from something they love so much. I assumed we’d have to
zip through the top of the country and the inland areas, but
they’ve loved every bit of it. In fact, the more remote inland
areas have been some of our most memorable stops.

We went into this trip with no real plan other than to follow

hear one another breathing) and getting by on the bare
necessities sure does make you stop and appreciate the
little things.
the sun and so far, it’s served us well. The ‘no-plan plan’ has
given us the freedom and the flexibility to continually adapt
the trip as we go. The Coffs Coast is paradise, no doubt about
that, and if anything, travelling provides even more assurance
of that fact, but we still have so much more to explore. So,
for now, paradise can wait.

We struggle to pick favourites but certainly Cape Leveque,
Lake Argyle, Lawn Hill National Park and Uluru are among
them. We knew we’d spend the bulk of our time in WA,
having been there before and being huge fans of the west
coast. Our current stop is Gnaraloo, a remote pastoral station
fronting the Ningaloo Reef. We’ve pulled up stumps to enjoy
the epic waves and great snorkelling and fishing. It’s stolen
our hearts!
I had no doubt we would see and do amazing things and
that the boys’ eyes and minds would be opened up beyond
anything they could have imagined, but what I hadn’t
considered was their personal growth. In fact, not just theirs
but the changes in all of us.
It’s true that sometimes you have to step back to see the
bigger picture and I don’t think we’ve ever appreciated each
other or connected so deeply as a family. It was my greatest
wish and it has come to fruition tenfold.
A few weeks ago, we chatted about what we miss about
home and while people topped the list (as well as our
beloved 14-year-old Border Collie, Raphy), there are no
‘things’ that we miss, and I feel like that’s been a really
valuable lesson in itself.

Rochelle, Luca, Will and Aaron Martin

At just 11, Will Martin is one of the youngest Billabong
sponsored surfers in NSW - Instagram @will.j.martin
Follow the Martin family travels on Instagram
@ourcaravanofcrazy
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Catching barra at Home Valley Station in Kununurra, WA

In the Devils Marbles Conservation Reserve, NT

Nash at Hydeaway Bay in the Whitsundays

Steve at Kings Canyon in the Northern Territory
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Making Every Moment Count
Around the same time as the Martins were setting off, so too were their good friends, Steve and Tiare Sanders.
Of course, travelling families have a multitude of different reasons for wanting to take to the road and
experience our wide, open spaces. We discover the particularly challenging circumstances that motivated this
family to ‘do the loop’.
Words by Yvette Harper, photographs courtesy of Steve Sanders

Steve and Tiare with children (l to r) Nash, Jewel and Koben at Zebedee Springs in WA

In 2016, Steve Sanders noticed a lump behind his ear. He

Steve and his wife Tiare had spoken of such a trip for years

was unconcerned by it; there were no moles or markings

but as often happens, life got in the way. Steve, a builder

on his skin, he was feeling well and had been reassured

by trade, had moved into project management and spent

by three different doctors that there was nothing to worry

the better part of 20 years working on large commercial

about. However, the lump bothered him, mostly because it

projects here and overseas. By his own admission, he was

caused his sunglasses to sit oddly, and Steve opted to have

mentally working himself to death and taking on “horrifically

it cut out. It was a decision that saved his life.

stressful” jobs all over the country.

A Stage 3 metastatic melanoma was discovered. This

Steve adds, “One of my favourite sayings is, ‘The things you

resulted in a full neck dissection, the removal
of 70 lymph nodes and Steve’s ear being
removed and reattached to take out the
existing tumour and cancerous satellite
tumours as well. Steve’s prognosis was poor,

think you own, own you’ because often, you feel
“Even if you can’t do a

like the more you get, the more you need and

big, block trip like ours,

your focus on the fancy house and the great car

make the time you have

can stop you from actually living your life.”

together count.”

A move home to Coffs Harbour in 2010 slowed

and the only way forward was to treat the

down the pace a little but then cancer came

spreading cancer aggressively. Radiation therapy followed.

knocking at Steve’s door to remind him of the fragility of life

He lost 22 kilograms in six weeks and spent much time at

and the immeasurable value of family.

the Chris O’Brien Lifehouse Skin and Melanoma Institute in

The Sanders family - Steve, Tiare and their kids Jewel (11),

Sydney.

Koben (8) and Nash (7) took to the road in April this year and

Steve was aged 45 and a father to three children under the

will be away for several months. So far, their travels have

age of eight. Talk about life throwing you a curveball.

taken them to locations such as Lightning Ridge, Yeppoon,

“I was worried and scared. I questioned whether I had done

the Whitsundays, Cape Tribulation, Kakadu, Kings Canyon,

enough for my family and if I could have been a better father.

The Kimberley and The Barossa Valley to name just some of

I had a lot of regrets and realised the importance of making

the amazing stops along the way.

every moment count. I made a promise to myself that if

When I chatted to Steve, he asked me what day it was.

everything turned out okay, this trip was happening. I owed

Holiday mode kicked in early, he explained, but it’s not all a

it to my family.”

fairy tale existence either.
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Jewel embracing her beautiful environment in Wooli

“We have ups and downs and five of us in a caravan took
some getting used to. The kids still argue and finding time
for schooling can be challenging. Whilst not always smooth
sailing, we’re well aware of how lucky we are to be able to do
this.”
Packing up their ‘normal’ lives was certainly an undertaking
and getting ready required “considerable outlay”. Additionally,
the family home was sold and Steve placed his business,
Sanco Projects, on hold (Sanco have done much of the
redevelopment work at Coffs Central and Moonee Market).
Even the family pet was left behind although regular Skype
sessions keep the kids connected to Cattle Dog Merlot, who
is in the loving hands of Tiare’s Mum.

A Stage 3 cancer diagnosis was a tremendous wake-up call
for Steve and as we wrap up our phone conversation, he
offers some parting words he hopes others heed, “Don’t wait
until you nearly die to start living your life!”
Steve is currently in partial remission. Two years cancer-free
was a cause for celebration and 2021, the five-year mark, is
the next crucial milestone. He continues to have full-body
scans every six months and skin checks every three months.
And yes, the trip means that these medical appointments
will be a little less regular than they have been over the past
couple of years but sometimes, seizing the day is just as
important. Steve, Tiare and their children are living life with
great gusto as they explore this incredible country of ours.

I’m curious about the best and worst days on the road to
date. Nash stacking his bike, resulting in a trip to hospital
wasn’t ideal and a stellar day involved meeting up with
fellow Coffs Coast road trippers in Airlie Beach. Together, the
Martins (see page 36) and Sanders cruised the Whitsundays
in a chartered yacht.
Steve reiterates that the positive experiences far outweigh
any negatives and he’s observed some wonderful changes
in the kids, too. “I can see the kids becoming more selfsufficient, communicating better and understanding
that sometimes, they have to rely on one another for
entertainment. I want them to learn how to be bored. It’s
great seeing them create their own fun. Best of all, a lack of
wi-fi does not cause the world to end!”
And Steve’s advice to families considering a trip? “Do it! If
you have the opportunity to go on a long, extended holiday as
a family, you should. Even if you can’t do a big, block trip like

Meeting up with the Martins for a Whitsunday sail was a highlight

ours, make the time you have together count. I for one am
very grateful for what I have, and time together
cements that.”

See the innovative projects Steve has been involved in
at sancoprojects.com.au
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Passionate environmentalist and game-changer, Hayley Talbot
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Rivers of Change
For Hayley Talbot, kayaking the length of the Clarence River was so much more than a test of physical strength
and endurance. Fuelled by a desire to connect to herself and the country around her, Hayley’s adventure
fortified a deep and unbreakable bond with her community and her home. Two years on, Hayley explains why the
real work is just beginning.
Words and images by Elize Strydom

Hayley and her son Archie share a magical moment on the water. Image courtesy of Hayley Talbot

“I wrote in my diary that I felt like I was standing at the
sink scrubbing my dreams down the drain,” laments Hayley
Talbot as we sit on her back deck watching a storm roll in
over the Clarence Valley’s Lake Wooloweyah. “I was thinking
about my two boys and asking myself what I stood for, what
type of men I wanted to raise. I had this real sense that I
didn’t want to lecture on life from the sidelines, I wanted to
lead as a mother.”

she’s always felt welcome, she wanted to pay proper
respects to the three nations the river snakes through and
learn how to travel the lands lovingly.
Growing up in the village of Wooloweyah, Hayley couldn’t
wait to leave. As a teenager she was determined to move to
the city, pursue music and score a record deal. Hayley vividly
recalls high school days spent staring out the window at the
Clarence River, thinking she lived in the most boring place in
the world.

In May 2017, Hayley became the first person to solo kayak
the Clarence River, 400 kilometres from the headwater to
In her twenties, Hayley, her husband Mick and their two
the river mouth at Yamba. But official records
boys Archie and Phoenix oscillated between
“I had this real sense
and claims to fame played no part in her
Yamba and Sydney, trying to find their people
that I didn’t want to
decision to physically train for two years and
and their place. Hayley enjoyed the ease of life at
lecture on life from the
learn how to navigate, hunt and survive in
home - daily walks on the beach and coffee catchsidelines, I wanted to
the bush.
ups with friends - but struggled to feel she could
lead as a mother.”
“I felt that this valley was crying out for
settle in the region for good.
something and I didn’t quite know what it
“I always wondered how I could live in this paradise and
was,” Hayley says. “All I knew is that I wanted to do
enjoy it for what it is but still feel dynamic and like I was
something about it and I needed to do something big
changing and challenged,” Hayley says. “There was a lot of
enough that people would listen to me.”
back and forth for years!” In 2015, on the eve of what was
Hayley’s preparation for the trek can only be described
as holistic. She tested herself in the wilds of Tasmania,
embracing the treacherous elements and beauty of the
Western Arthurs Range. It was important to her to seek
the blessing of local Indigenous Elders before she travelled
through their ancient territory, so she met with them and
explained what she wanted to do. Hayley says that while

meant to be the Talbots’ final move to Sydney, Hayley felt
she was being wrenched out of her community.
Prior to the move, she had established mentoring groups
and teamed up with a friend to stage a local poetry night.
All the while, fragments of a dream were beginning to
coalesce, and it was at one of those poetry nights that
Hayley publicly vocalised the vision in her mind.
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Hayley on land and on the water during her 400km paddle along the Clarence River. Images by Hayley Talbot
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“One of the pieces I presented detailed a dream I had about
the Clarence River and my plans to paddle,” she explains. “I
think a lot of people wondered whether it was a metaphor or
if I really intended to do it!” After it was spoken, Hayley’s plan
crystallised, and she knew there was no turning back. Once
settled in Sydney, she scoured Gumtree, found a kayak for
$150 and honed her paddling skills around Palm Beach.

invited to present countless keynote addresses at leadership

Two years later, Hayley paddled out onto the Clarence and
set off on a journey full of extremes. She describes nights
by her campfire under a sky full of stars too magnificent to
take in, skimming across huge pools of jade-green water
and dolphins frolicking and feeding on the banks of the river
at Harwood. Aware that she sometimes romanticises the
experience, Hayley is quick to point out that she had her fair
share of struggles.

wisdom and insight.

The first five days tested her skills as she fought to navigate
through “impenetrable” sections of country. One particular
night Hayley was awoken by the alarm calls of plovers and
perceived a threat. She quickly packed up her camp, put on
her still-wet paddling clothes and hit the water. With zero
visibility, she paddled into the misty night. Hayley still can’t
quite explain what happened next. She says it felt like two
hands grabbed the back of the boat and pulled it down. The
front of the kayak was lifting up and she had to lean forward
and paddle with all of her strength to get anywhere. “I know
I wasn’t caught on anything,” she clarifies. “I eventually
smashed into dry land and scrambled off the front of the
boat. I had no idea what it was, but I knew I couldn’t get back
on the water until daylight.”

With a strong presence of mind, Hayley is embracing life’s

summits, conferences and corporate events, yet she still
finds time to lead wilderness Rites of Passage experiences
for girls. Hayley supports and guides these young women as
they learn to forage, find water, seek shelter, chop wood and
light fires. In Wooloweyah she hosts weekly meet-ups for
local girls and encourages women of all ages to share their
Far from living life on the sidelines, Hayley Talbot has thrown
herself into the thick of the fray. “I have everything I need and
so I spend a lot of time thinking about how I can keep doing
things more broadly,” she offers as an explanation when I ask
about her remarkable attitude. “I can literally be driving my
car and get teary thinking about how we get to live on this
beautiful planet.”
challenges and allowing herself to learn and grow.
The lessons learnt on the river flow on.

14 days after setting off, Hayley paddled into the beach at
Yamba, achieving what she set out to do. She was greeted by
family, friends and even former school teachers and sporting
coaches. “I’d wondered who might be there when I paddled
in,” she remembers. “I could never have visualised the love in
people’s eyes as they greeted me - it was breathtaking.”
Endowed with a renewed dedication to her community and
a fierce resolve to protect the environment, Hayley is elbow
deep in projects and protests. She’s currently working on a
documentary aimed at raising awareness about the effects
of proposed mining activities in the upper Clarence. Three
companies are now conducting exploratory activities. “I
paddled through the proposed sites and if it were to happen
it would ruin these beautiful places,” Hayley says firmly.
“The film I’m making in conjunction with outdoor adventure
specialists Patagonia will help a lot of people understand our
concerns and ideally, make a real impact.”
At the beginning of the year, Hayley and Mick opened a
co-working space in Yamba called Blanc Space that Hayley
says has brought together some of the Clarence Valley’s best
minds and talent. “I believe that the people we attract can
be the ones to make great decisions for this Valley and for
our world,” she says. “I now know that there’s nothing I can’t
achieve from here.”

The Talbot family in their ‘backyard’ at Wooloweyah

This is one of the messages Hayley passes on when she
shares her story locally and further afield. She has been

Follow Hayley on Instagram @hayleytalbot
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A beautiful start to the day on a Coffs beach. Image courtesy of coffscoast.com

Wallis Lake is a haven for water activities and is renowned for its amazing oysters. Image by Cain Pascoe
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Coastbeat goes Camping and Fishing
One local adventurer shares his favourite fishing and camping spots from the Barrington Coast to the
Clarence Valley.
Words by Paul van den Boom

Diamond Head is perfect for nature lovers. Image by Matt Cramer: Greater Port Macquarie Tourism

Barrington Coast / Great Lakes Region

Port Macquarie Region

Jimmys Beach - On the southern shores of the Barrington
Coast is Hawks Nest. It’s a magic spot protected from ocean
swells and winds, thereby making it an ideal location for
family getaways. The combination of white sandy beaches
and crystal-clear water is a great drawcard across the entire
region but for me, Jimmys Beach is the icing on the cake
when it comes to picture perfect spots in this part of the
world. With Jimmys as your base, you have a host of fishing
destinations at your doorstep.

Camden Haven - About 20 minutes south of Port
Macquarie lies a magical estuary system with a network of
lakes ideal for fishing and boating. The Camden Haven River
offers a safe entrance to the ocean and keen anglers can
access many great reef fishing spots. The rivers and lakes
themselves are renowned for bream and flathead and in
season, the prawns in the lake will fill your nets and
your bellies.

Forster-Tuncurry is a top choice for family escapes with
varying accommodation options - be it camping in Booti
Booti National Park, staying in luxury hotels overlooking
the tranquil rivers or renting a beachfront home through
Airbnb or a local real estate. Forster-Tuncurry is also home
to the wonderful Wallis Lake and it’s easy to slip into holiday
mode as soon as you cross the bridge and look upon the
aquamarine water.
Wallis Lake - Whether you’re into tussling big bream from
oyster leases or drifting some nippers for flathead, Wallis
Lake is the spot for you. About a hundred square kilometres
(surface area) of pristine estuarine lakes are home to farms
that produce some of the best Sydney Rock Oysters you can
wrap your mouth around.

Diamond Head – When it comes to camping in the Port
region, it’s hard to beat Diamond Head. It really is paradise
for nature lovers. Most of the campgrounds in the area
make for an easy trip to the beach, lake or river. Beach
fishing, walking in Crowdy Bay National Park or just chilling
out with the local wildlife can easily fill your days in this
beautiful section of the coast.
Macleay Valley Region
South West Rocks - Families are drawn to South West
Rocks for its stunning beaches, relaxed lifestyle and amazing
natural surrounds. Camping in Arakoon National Park with
the striking sandstone Trial Bay Gaol on one side and the
pretty, protected beach on the other is a sight to behold. Not
surprisingly, Trial Bay Campground is extremely popular so
it’s wise to book ahead, especially in school holidays. “The
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Station Creek in the Yuraygir National Park is another top spot. Image by Alicia Townley

Rocks” as it’s locally known, is also a fisherman’s playground
with pelagic species like marlin and tuna, when in season,
easily targeted close to shore. Smoky Cape Lighthouse is
another treat for visitors to the area and only a short drive
from SWR.

winding estuaries and magnificent offshore fishing, it’s hard

Bass Lodge - The Bass Lodge is nestled in the Upper
Macleay Valley between Kempsey and Armidale where
Georges Creek meets the Macleay River - famously known
as Georges Junction. The Lodge itself is a true masterpiece
of design and comfortably sleeps 12 people. The bass fishing
on the Upper Macleay can be exceptional and the river is
picturesque as it winds down through the valley towards
Kempsey. The road snakes alongside the river and there are
many sites from which to access the river for fishing.

visiting over Summer.

Coffs Coast Region

to know where to start. For those with a boat in tow, you
have a myriad of fishing options but my pick is the many
rock walls that line the river mouth. In peak season, Yamba’s
population triples so it’s worth making plans well in advance if
Clarence Gorge - This would have to be one of the most
iconic Australian Bass fishing spots in Australia. People travel
from far around to see the beauty of The Gorge and catch
the mighty Clarence River Bass. There are properties on
either side of the Clarence River Gorge that offer a range of
camping and cabin style accommodation. ‘The Gorge’ on the
southern side of the river and ‘Wave Hill Station’ on the north
side are both highly recommended.
Happy camping and fishing folks!

Mylestom - With kilometres of pristine beach on one side
and the Bellinger River on the other, it’s hard not to love
Mylestom for camping and fishing. This little village has a
lot to offer for a holiday escape. The river will keep you busy
with waterskiing, fishing or just lazing around the tidal pool
and the more adventurous among you can stroll up the beach
to Bongil Bongil National Park. Don’t forget to have a night
off the cooking and head to the local bowling club for what I
consider to be the best Chinese food on the north coast. The
Mylestom Store also does delicious food.

A bit about Paul van den Boom
Coffs Harbour based Paul has a passion for fishing, camping,
4WDing and bodyboarding. He loves getting out and about
and exploring our beautiful region.

Station Creek - Yuraygir National Park, between Coffs
Harbour and Yamba is an adventure playground for families.
4WD tracks, creek crossings, isolated beaches and excellent
fishing are just a few goodies on offer here. You have the
choice of several camping areas throughout the National Park
but it’s Pebbly Beach that draws the real outdoor enthusiasts.
A tidal creek crossing restricts a lot of traffic (high clearance
4WDs are advised and boy, do these guys have fun getting
in there!).
Clarence Valley Region

Paul with his Clarence River cod catch

Yamba - The Clarence River spills into the Pacific Ocean
at the gorgeous town of Yamba. With top surfing beaches,

Follow him on Instagram @paul_van_den_boom
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What to Catch When
With thanks to the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE), here’s an overview, just for
Coastbeat, on what’s best to catch along our coastline throughout the year.

Lower North Coast - Forster to Port Macquarie and surrounding regions

SEPT JUN
- NOV - AUG

MAR
- MAY

DEC
- FEB

BEACH

OFFSHORE

ESTUARY

FRESHWATER

Bream, Whiting,
Mulloway, Dart

Dolphinfish, Marlin,
Snapper, Kingfish, Cobia

Dusky Flathead, Bream,
Whiting

Australian Bass

Bream, Whiting, Tailor

Dolphinfish, Marlin, Teraglin
Kingfish, Spanish Mackerel,
Spotted Mackerel, Snapper

Dusky, Flathead,
Luderick, Bream

Australian Bass

Tailor, Mullaway

Snapper, Kingfish, Pearly
Perch

Luderick, Bream,
Mulloway

Closed season for
Australian Bass

Tailor, Bream

Snapper, Kingfish, Pearl
Perch

Dusky Flathead,
Whiting, Bream

Australian Bass

ESTUARY

FRESHWATER

Mid North Coast - Coffs Coast and surrounding regions

SEPT
- NOV

JUN
- AUG

MAR
- MAY

DEC
- FEB

BEACH

OFFSHORE

Bream, Whiting,
Mulloway, Dart

Dolphinfish, Marlin, Yellowfin
Tuna

Dusky Flathead,
Mangrove Jack

Australian Bass

Bream, Tailor, Whiting

Marlin, Spanish Mackerel,
Spotted Mackerel, Wahoo,
Cobia, Teraglin

Bream, Mangrove Jack

Australian Bass

Mulloway, Tailor

Spanish Mackerel, Kingfish,
Pearl Perch, Tusk Fish,
Snapper

Bream, Luderick

Closed season for
Australian Bass

Mulloway, Tailor, Bream

Kingfish, Snapper, Pearl
Perch, Tusk Fish

Bream, Dusky Flathead

Australian Bass

Upper North Coast

ESTUARY

FRESHWATER

DEC
- FEB

OFFSHORE

Bream, Whiting, Dart

Marlin, Spanish Mackerel,
Dolphin Fish, Longtail Tuna

Bream, Dusky Flathead,
Whiting, Mangrove Jack

Australian Bass

SEPT JUN
MAR
- NOV - AUG - MAY

BEACH

- Yamba to Byron and surrounding regions

Bream, Tailor, Dart

Spanish Mackerel, Spotted
Mackarel, Wahoo, Marlin,
Cobia, Longtail Tuna

Bream, Luderick

Australian Bass

Tailor, Mulloway

Snapper, Pearl Perch, Tusk
Fish, Mulloway, Kingfish

Bream, Luderick

Closed season for
Australian Bass

Bream, Tailor, Mullaway

Snapper, Mulloway, Pearl
Perch, Tusk Fish, Kingfish,
Marlin

Dusky Flathead, Bream

Australian Bass
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Jaunt upcycles iconic cars into working electric vehicles
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Take a Jaunt
Jaunt Motors is a company that upcycles iconic cars into working electric vehicles that can be hired to explore
areas of regional Australia. Coastbeat caught up with founders Marteen Burger and Dave Budge to talk
sustainability, business and a deep love of the Aussie bush…
Interview by Geordie Bull, images courtesy of Jaunt Motors

Jaunt’s prototype, Juniper, is a 1971 Land Rover

Q. How does the story of Jaunt begin?
Dave: While I’ve always been into four-wheel driving,
camping and discovering beautiful places, in the back of
my mind I felt guilty that I was burning fuel to visit natural
places. I tried to suppress it for a long time, but I often
thought how nice it would be to drive in silence and hear the
crunch of leaves under the tyres. I really wanted to have the
opportunity to drive a 4WD electric vehicle though the bush
and began to scour the internet for ideas. I saw that it had
been done before and had the idea that I could do it too!
I nurtured this idea for years as I worked on other freelance
production projects with Marteen. One day over coffee she
said, “Let’s start a business”, and I readily agreed but I was
keen to start a very different kind of business. In the space
of six months, we went from casually chatting about the
idea to working full time on Jaunt.
Marteen: We’ve worked on and off together for the last
12 years on film and digital production jobs – basically
solving content problems for large companies using new
technologies. We have different skills that complement each
other, so it made sense for us to be in business together.
Q. Where are you at with Jaunt now?
Dave: We’re currently building our prototype car, Juniper,
a 1971 Land Rover Series 2A - soon to be transformed into
an electric vehicle to be rented from four different locations,
Byron Bay, The Blue Mountains, Daylesford and Mornington.
All locations have already sold out!

Marteen: And we’re setting up our first permanent location
at Mountain Ridge, a hugely popular winery that overlooks
Berry’s Bay in NSW, where our second car vehicle, a Series
3 long wheel base, will be permanently available for rent
from next month!
We also look forward to having a permanent NSW North
Coast presence and plan to lock in Byron Bay as a set
location for our vehicles in the coming months.
Q. Has sustainability always been important to you?
Dave: I’ve always tried to be a relatively sustainable and
ethical person and to work on projects that align with these
values. It feels really good to be doing something that may
encourage Australians to learn more about electric vehicles.
Marteen: To be honest, I wasn’t always aware or proactive
when it came to sustainability. Starting this business with
Dave has been a journey of self-realisation – I’ve learned so
much and changed so many of my behaviours. I truly feel
like I’m doing something good for my son and for future
generations.
Q. Tell us about the Jaunt experience.
Dave: We’re really encouraging people to visit natural places
in small locales and to soak up the experience of actually
getting to these places. Many of our overseas customers
haven’t even driven on dirt roads before, let alone with the
top down. People will pick up the car and take it out for the
day or overnight – experiencing travelling though the natural
world in a very different way.
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Beautiful electric vehicles built for adventure

Marteen: Just driving a car with the roof off is an adventure!
We’re not trying to compete with traditional car rental
companies. It’s not about getting from place to place; the
transport experience is more comparable to horse riding or
hot air ballooning – there’s a real sense of freedom and fun.
Q. What’s your ultimate vision for Jaunt?
Dave: To put it simply, it’s about getting Australians driving
electric vehicles and solving transport problems in regional
areas. It’s also about taking advantage of both the mechanical
skills that exist in regional Australia and the huge stockpile
of vehicles rusting away on farms and in backyards. We’re
aiming to supply rental vehicles but we’re also building
electric 4WDs for people who want to buy them, which is an
exciting component of our business.
Marteen: We’ve been amazed by how many people are
commissioning us to build vehicles. We’ve got several in our
workshop at the moment, waiting to be built and shipped
to customers here and overseas. It’s all pushing toward the
same vision: encouraging people to invest in the future of
electric vehicles.
Jaunt are taking a road trip through Coastbeat territory
in late November and early December! For specific dates

Follow Dave and Marteen’s adventures on Facebook

and locations see jauntmotors.com

and Instagram @jauntmotors
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Sapphire Beach, Coffs Coast
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Coastal Drones – A Fresh Perspective
Blyde and Marius Neser of Coastal Drones captured the gorgeous aerial photograph of two surfboats at
Woolgoolga Beach on the cover of this issue. We caught up with Blyde at home on the northern beaches of the
Coffs Coast.
Interview by Yvette Harper, photography by Coastal Drones

A surfer in the deep blue sea at Emerald Beach

Cb: Blyde, please share with our readers a little bit
about yourself.
Marius and I were born and raised in South Africa and
emigrated to Australia a decade ago with our three
teenagers. We lived in beautiful Tasmania for two years
before settling in Moonee Beach.
Relocating your entire household to a foreign country and
leaving your friends, family and pets behind is not for the
faint-hearted but Australia welcomed us with open arms,
and we’ve made very deep connections here. We live in a
close, supportive community and feel extremely fortunate to
be Australian citizens.
Cb: You’re particularly passionate about aerial
photography and call drone photography a gamechanger. Can you please elaborate?

both in the air force and our son is an air traffic controller
so aviation has been part of our family for as long as I can
remember.
We love a bird’s-eye view of the world and really enjoy
showcasing this perspective through our photography.
Some of our images are shot from aircrafts but the majority
of our aerial photography is done by drone. Marius and our
son fly Phantom 4 Pro and I own a Mavic 2 Pro.
Cb: You’re a lover of nature. How do you best
celebrate this?
We’re so lucky here on the Coffs Coast to have easy access
to raw natural beauty, both coastal and forest. I am truly at
peace when I can smell the earth, feel the sand under my
feet, hear the waves and birds around me and see the rays
of the sun filtering through the trees.

Aerial photography is offering a fresh new perspective allowing you to present different angles at elevations that
wouldn’t have been possible otherwise. Aerial photography
allows you to capture more infinite details of the bigger
picture. As an artist, drone photography has definitely
allowed me to become more creative and further develop
my skills. I love sharing with others what I see through my
own eyes.

Through my photography and social media posts I make a
continuous effort to create appreciation for the wonderful
world around us so we can work together towards
preserving it.

Cb: Your husband Marius comes from a long line of
aviators and you often work together?

I was flying in a seaplane towards the Great Barrier Reef
a few years ago. The reef suddenly became visible in the
distance. It was one of the most breathtaking things I’ve
ever seen; I was literally overwhelmed with emotion. Later,

On weekends and after hours, Marius is the chief flying
instructor of the Coffs Harbour Aero Club. Our fathers were

Cb: You’re passionate about protecting the
environment for future generations and support a
number of charitable causes such as the Great Barrier
Reef Foundation. Tell us more.
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People playing in the shallows at Moonee Beach

whilst snorkelling, I was saddened to experience how many
parts of the reef had died due to global warming. There are
many things we can do to step in and stop the devastating
effect the human race is having on the planet. A portion of all
our proceeds from print sales goes towards the Great Barrier
Reef Foundation. Every drop counts! We also do pro bono
work for a number of other charities and movements.
Another special cause particularly close to my heart is The

Woolgoolga is a wonderful little community. It has such a
vibrant culture and there’s always something happening from
the arts to the outdoors, Eat Street and the annual Curryfest.
On Sunday mornings after a beach walk or jog you’ll almost
always find me and my friends enjoying the great breakfast
and chilled vibe at Ground Earth in Woolgoolga. Like my
fellow Ground Earthlings, I’m totally addicted to their lentils.

experienced suicide of a parent but because this is such an

The Woolgoolga Surf Life Saving Club has a long history. The
cover image captures a few of the amazing people involved
in the club, including the ‘Woopi Female Boaties’ (Women’s
Surfboat Crew).

amazing group of humans. I encourage everyone to join us at

Cb: Thanks Blyde. Great chatting with you.

Fluro Friday movement in Woolgoolga. I am passionate
about supporting them not only because I have personally

Woolgoolga Beach on Friday mornings at 6:30am.
Cb: What do you love most about Aussie life and what’s
great about the north coast in particular?
I feel so grateful and blessed to live on the north coast where
the beaches are pristine, the weather is perfect, and where
tourists are also experiencing such a sought-after holiday
destination. We have everything dreams are made of right
here in our patch of paradise!
Cb: Care to share your favourite local spots with us?
We really are spoilt for choice. Whether you want to spend
time indoors or outdoors, there is plenty to do. For a tree
change there are many options including the beautiful Dorrigo
National Park, Promised Land, waterfalls or the quirky, laidback atmosphere and hip cafes of Bellingen.
A lot of people are familiar with the jetty area, but the city
centre also has plenty to offer and the recent developments
have transformed the look and feel of the CBD. Sotto Zero
Gelato at Coffs Central makes the most divine cappuccino actually it is not divine, it’s wicked!
Emerald Beach is a real gem. You can spot kangaroos and
surf legends while sipping on the best chai latte in town,
made by the boys from the Emerald Beach General Store.

The Nesers have made deep connections since emigrating to Australia

For more images by Blyde and Marius
see coastaldrones.com.au
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Lights, Camera,
Action at
Kempsey Central

If you’re a Kempsey resident or are holidaying on the

In addition to showing all the latest movies, the venue

Macleay Valley Coast this Summer, you’ll be spoilt for

can be used for a variety of special events such as theatre

choice in entertainment with a new, state of the art cinema

performances, corporate training and functions, concerts,

complex opening in the heart of town in November.

charity fundraising screenings and live comedy and musical

Riverside Movies, a four-screen cinema, is located at

performances. Council-run community events will also be

Kempsey Central Shopping Centre - a location with plenty of

hosted in this exciting new venue.

retail and food outlets and convenient on-site parking.

Craig Milburn, General Manager, Kempsey Shire

Majestic Cinemas, who also own and operate cinemas at

Council says, “The Kempsey Central Cinema Complex

Port Macquarie, Nambucca Heads and Sawtell, will offer a

significantly strengthens our Central Business District

great selection of screenings with up to 12 to 14 movies at

profile and provides our community and visitors with a

any time and over 150 sessions to choose from every week.

modern, sophisticated entertainment option. The cinema

Kieren Dell, CEO of Majestic Cinemas says, “The best part

development is the foundation in our vision to create a major

of running a local business is the sense of community.” He

entertainment precinct alongside our beautiful Macleay River

adds, “We’re a proud Mid North Coast business with a great

- an iconic landmark in Kempsey.”

passion and purpose in everything we do, and we’re excited

The Riverside Movies project was brought to life thanks to

to be bringing the full cinema experience to the people of

funding from the Australian Government, Kempsey Shire

Kempsey and the wider Macleay Valley community”.

Council, Gowing Brothers and Majestic Cinemas.

Ukelele players come from all over the north coast for the monthly jam session
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The Sound of Joy
Uko Ono founder Stephanie Sims is taking the ukulele to hospitals, libraries and hopefully, Elton John’s concert.
She describes the humble instrument as a great equaliser, capable of bringing happiness and joy wherever it’s
played. Coastbeat went along to Uko Ono’s monthly jam session in Sawtell.
Words and images by Elize Strydom

Stephanie (l) and her best friend Sami enjoying a Saturday afternoon ukulele jam

Walking down Sawtell’s main street, I can hear them before
I see them. The sound of 50 people strumming along to
Dusty Springfield’s ‘I Only Want to be With You’ is floating
on the breeze. I spot a van decorated with pink flowers
parked outside a restaurant and I know I’m in the right place.
Stepping inside 63 First Avenue, I feel a smile spread across
my face and a burst of laughter rise in my throat. I have
entered Uko Ono’s monthly ukulele jam.

she explains. “It was then that I decided to start my own
business teaching the ukulele.”
Uko Ono was born in 2016 and began with a group of 12
students in Sawtell. Now, Stephanie teaches about 120
people each week. As well as group and private lessons, she
teaches at a women’s health centre and at the Coffs Harbour
Library. Through the Australian Red Cross Happy Hearts
program for new migrants, Stephanie has taught families
from Ethiopia, Sudan, India and Syria.

“I think it’s the instrument of the people,” says selfdescribed Director of Joy at Uko Ono, Stephanie
“Some of the people in that program had never held an
Sims. “The main thing I’ve learnt through
instrument before,” she says. “But the music is
teaching the ukulele to people is that it’s
a universal language that crosses age, culture,
“Music is a universal
actually not about the music, it’s purely
economic status...it’s just amazing.”
language that crosses
about connection and joy.”
After eight weeks, HHUG (Happy Hearts
age, culture, economic
Stephanie moved from Sydney to the Coffs
Ukulele Group) made their public debut with
status...it’s just amazing.”
Coast in 2006 after working in a corporate
a performance at the Harbourside Markets
capacity in the arts sector. Her best friend
in Coffs. “The community embraced it,” she
Sami bought ukuleles for her children and
says, smiling warmly. “It’s really important for
Stephanie decided to get one for her daughter too. The kids
newcomers to feel that connection to the community, to do
weren’t interested so Steph and Sami thought they’d have a
something the community can see and appreciate.”
go. They met up on weekends and attempted to learn songs
As we speak, musicians who’ve attended today’s event
that “some band played in some pub years ago”. It was all a
trickle out of the restaurant smiling and laughing. They
bit of fun but soon became addictive.
hug Steph and tell her they can’t wait for the next one.
When a friend asked her to run a ukulele workshop for
The Sawtell ukulele jams happen once a month and attract
women who had experienced trauma, Stephanie knew
people from South West Rocks to Yamba. There’s a house
she had found her calling. “It was one of those moments
band and musicians take turns leading the group in a song
where I thought, yes, this is what I’m meant to be doing,”
or two.
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As soon as I stepped into the room I was overwhelmed
with happiness and I couldn’t wipe the smile from my face.
Stephanie nods knowingly and tells me that’s the power of
this affordable and accessible little instrument. “You can buy
one for 40 bucks and all you need is four chords and you’re
away!” She enthuses. “It’s instant happiness.”
That happiness is now extending to patients at the Coffs
Harbour Health Campus after Stephanie was awarded a grant
through the NSW Government’s My Community Project
funding program. Small teams of musicians will join music
therapist Bonnie Nilsson to perform and deliver music making
activities designed to improve the quality of patients’ hospital
experience and wellbeing.
“There’s so much research into the benefits of music,” she
says. “Live music in hospitals provides comfort and reduces
stress and anxiety.”
Steph’s next goal is a lofty one but if anyone can pull it off,
she can. In the lead up to Sir Elton John’s visit to Coffs
Harbour in February 2020, she’ll teach all of her groups a
medley of his songs. “I think Elton would find it hilarious!”
she laughs. “My aim is for us to be on stage opening the
Elton John concert at the stadium. Plan B is a flash mob out
the front!”
Elton, if you’re reading, please get in touch. You certainly
won’t regret it!

Steph and a friend lead the musicians at the Sawtell ukulele jam

You can find out more about Uko Ono and upcoming
ukulele jams via Instagram @uko_ono and Facebook
@ukoono2016
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Meet The Chef – The Other One
From selling jam at local markets to having products stocked by Woolworths, Eric and Monica Robinson of
The Other Chef Makers & Providores have come a long way. We caught up with Monica to talk local produce,
sustainability and what it’s like to work with your other half.
Interview by Geordie Bull, photography by Tim Hollister

Coastbeat: How did The Other Chef begin?

Cb: How important is sustainability in your business?

Monica Robinson: When we first moved to Port Macquarie

MR: Moving towards sustainability has always been

in 2004, we picked a bucket of strawberries from a local

intentional for us and we do everything we can to produce

farm and Eric spent the day making strawberry jam. A week

as little waste as possible. One of our sustainable practices

later we had a stall at the Hastings Farmers Market and sold

includes giving all our green waste to Andrew from Near

all 20 jars of jam!

River Produce, who feeds it to his pigs. We’re also cutting

Eric was working as a chef and teaching at TAFE to support

out all single-use plastic packaging and all our packaging is

our young family (our two kids are now teenagers) but
we kept making jam and selling it at the markets. When

recyclable. We recently went fully solar which has allowed
us to produce more power than we use. The only waste we

the strawberry jam won a medal at the Sydney Royal

generate is cardboard.

Fine Food Awards, the story caught the attention of

Cb: What aspect of your business are you most

the strawberry grower, Anthony Sarks of Ricardoes

proud of?

Tomatoes. Within a short time, we were making jam
for Ricardoes and today our range has grown to over
20 unique products.

MR: Making things that support local farmers and
contributing to the local economy. I love that our
relationships with local producers are win-win. For

Cb: What inspired you to make the jump from

example, we’ve recently partnered with Golden Dawn

a small market-based business to a larger

Blueberries in Coffs Harbour and are using their seconds

factory operation?

(the perfectly good fruit that doesn’t make it onto

MR: It really was a huge leap of faith! Eventually,

supermarket shelves because it doesn’t look perfect) to
make blueberry jam. We’re also using their cucumbers

we got sick of tripping over boxes of products and
realised we needed a bigger space. We also needed

to make sweet pickles which will be supplied to

to define the boundary between work and home.

Woolworths.

We were confident we could make it work as

Cb: What are some of the benefits of living

we’d had great support and feedback from the local
community. Ricardoes was instrumental in our growth

and operating a food-based business in Port
Macquarie?

– really, we grew together. It was through making products

MR: Port Macquarie is great because it’s a region where so

for them that we saw the opportunity to produce the same

much quality produce is grown. Eric loves visiting farms and

value-adding products for other businesses which really

chatting with producers about how he can creatively use

helped to grow our business.

what they grow and our proximity to these farms makes this
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easy. Additionally, the benefit of a small city is that you get

Cb: What are the latest developments for The

fantastic local support.

Other Chef?

Cb: How do you wind down as a family?

MR: We’ve recently moved to a bigger factory that includes

MR: We all love mountain bike riding and do that together

a retail shop and showroom where customers can enjoy a

every weekend. There’s a great Mountain Bike Park at

tasting bar with product samples. We’re now able to conduct

Jollynose Mountain near Bonny Hills. Eric tries to squeeze a

factory tours for small groups where Eric demonstrates

surf in and we still walk the dog on the beach every day. We

how everything is made and talks about where the produce

also head to Perisher for a week of snowboarding every year.

comes from. Another thing we’ve started doing is creating
custom gift hampers for both individual and corporate events

Cb: What’s the secret to your success?
MR: I believe the secret to our success is looking after

which is proving very popular.

our team and making everyone feel like they’re part of the
journey. It helps that Eric is a bloody talented chef! He’s got
a real flair for combining flavours. We strive to think outside
the box too and understand that what we set out to do
won’t necessarily be what we end up doing. We’re always
open to change.
Cb: How do you navigate working and living with
each other?
MR: I can’t imagine not working with Eric. Our strengths
complement each other - he’s the driving force and I’m the
handbrake! While we frustrate each other sometimes we
also appreciate each other’s strengths and try to be kind.
Having board meetings over a bottle of wine is definitely one
of the perks.

All products are 100% natural and handmade with great care

For more information or to book a factory tour visit
theotherchef.com.au

Tomato Bruschetta
Try this delicious tomato bruschetta as a simple light lunch or dinner starter. For best results use ripe
Ricardoes Tomatoes and quality dressing ingredients by The Other Chef Makers & Providores.
INGREDIENTS

500g ripe cherry tomatoes
50g feta cheese (optional)
1 small Spanish onion
½ bunch continental parsley
Salt & pepper
Turkish bread
Clove of garlic
4 Tbsp The Other Chef Lemon Infused EV Olive Oil
2 Tbsp The Other Chef Caramelised Balsamic
METHOD

1. Quarter the tomatoes and finely dice Spanish onion.
Finely chop parsley leaves to make approximately ¼ cup.
2. Gently combine the above ingredients with crumbled 		
feta cheese and season with salt and pepper.
3. Drizzle Lemon Infused EV Olive Oil over the tomato
mix, followed by the Caramelised Balsamic.
4. Serve with lightly toasted slices of Turkish bread (lightly
rub the toasted bread with a cut clove of garlic before
serving).
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Sharna’s products are beautiful to look at, healthy to eat and all of her own recipes
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Raw Success
You’d be forgiven for thinking the brightly coloured cakes and slices filling the cabinet at Coffs Central’s Go Vita
are out of place in a health food store. Surely they’re full of chocolate, cream and sugar, right? Wrong!
Interview and images by Elize Strydom

Coastbeat: Sharna, be honest with me. Are these raw
desserts really healthy?

working under the Go Vita banner and the staff here are like

Sharna Lindsay: Yes! Most of the products I use are
organic wholefoods and I always use quality ingredients.
Cashews make up the cheesecake and I bind them with
a sweetener - rice malt syrup or maple syrup. The other
ingredients are things like coconut oil, almond milk, dates
and coconut.

supportive, and Tracy provides all the quality ingredients.

Every product I make is dairy free, gluten free, refined
sugar free and vegan. I’m trying to expand into the Keto
market and the Paleo market. There are so many different
diets out there, so I want to diversify and be able to give my
customers more information about what’s in each product.

everyone can have it.

Cb: How did come up with the recipes?

family. The owners, Tracy and Clinton have been very
Cb: It sounds like you’ve really found your niche.
SL: Yes, I work here three days a week and it’s a fantastic
balance. We live near the beach, so I want to be able to
enjoy that and do my yoga. I’m very fortunate to have
found the balance between work and family life. I know not
I also make larger cakes to order. People come into Go Vita
or contact me through Instagram. A lot of my clientele are
repeat customers. People come from pretty far afield so
that’s really rewarding for me.

SL: I love healthy food and experimenting in the kitchen, so I
decided to combine them. All of the recipes are my own and
they took years and years to develop. You have to use the
right ingredients in the right way and you get there with a lot
of trial and error.
I created my hemp slice because my husband is a cyclist
and he was looking for something full of natural energy.
It’s made with oats, hemp protein, hemp seeds, almond
butter…I don’t want to give away the entire recipe! It’s so
wholesome. You could have it for breakfast, lunch or dinner
and you’d feel full and know that you’re getting all of your
nutrients and antioxidants.
Cb: What are your best sellers?
SL: The hemp slice is very popular. People come from far
and wide for that one so I’m quite proud of it. The lemon
and passion fruit cake is my personal favourite and it’s a
customer favourite as well. My versions of Snickers and
Mars Bar are pretty popular too.
Cb: I see your name badge says, ‘Go Vita Cake Boss’.
How did you end up with that title?
SL: When I first started making raw desserts, I supplied
them to Split Cafe in Sawtell. I only had two or three
different desserts, but more and more people came to buy
them, so I started supplying to other cafes. I was stocked in
cafes from Scotts Head to Lismore.
The next step was to go huge, but I felt that would change
the love I had for what I did. I thought if I’m still going to
keep producing a high-quality product, I don’t want it to be
just slapped out and sold everywhere.
I decided to make my products exclusive to Go Vita here
at Coffs Central. It wasn’t an easy decision, but I have kept
up my friendships with all of the other café owners. I love

Sharna Lindsay with some of her delicious raw desserts

Check out Sharna’s creations in store at Go Vita Coffs
Central or on Instagram @happyandwhole_
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Three passionate Coffs Coast foodies
From highlands to hinterland and harbour, Coffs Coast local produce is renowned for its outstanding quality.
We hear from three local producers who are creating something special from this bounty.
importance in the food chain. Estimates say that two of every
three mouthfuls of food consumed is due to bees pollinating
crops. Like all agriculture, the seasons and climate affect bees
and honey production, with some trees only flowering every few
years. Ground flora and shrubs also contribute to honey in the
Coffs Coast region.
Brush Box honey is my personal favourite. It’s very light in colour
and has a generous, buttery flavour. It doesn’t flower every year,
but when it does, bees collect copious amounts of nectar. This
time of year is also good for Ironbark, Grey Gum, Bloodwood and
several other varieties. You can find these at the markets along
with my creamed honey, which is always popular. I also make a
beautiful lip balm using beeswax and propolis… my customers

Tatyana Kennedy - Rolling Hill Organics
A passion for healthy living and quality foods led my partner

swear by it!

Michael and I to purchase our farm in Missabotti (west of
Nambucca Heads). A couple of years down the track, after a lot
of hard work, we now commercially market our produce under
the banner of Rolling Hill Organics.
One of our most popular products is Black Garlic, which is not
only super tasty, it’s also super healthy and can be eaten every
day without the fear of garlic breath! Fermented from our
organically grown garlic, it has an amazingly sweet flavour and
soft texture. Black Garlic is incredibly versatile and can be used in
complex dishes or simply served with cheese and crackers.
For lovers of luxurious chocolate who want a delicious and
healthy product, try our Organic Dark Chocolate which is gluten,

Ian Gentle – Bakarindi Bush Foods

soy, dairy and refined sugar free. We use only the finest ethically

My wife Manda and I bought a property at the back of Corindi

sourced and certified organic ingredients, giving you the ultimate

Beach (north of Coffs Harbour) about 10 years ago (hence the

experience in guilt-free pleasure.

name Bakarindi) where we started with just three Finger Lime
plants. This created a passion for growing native and bush foods
and making our own sauces, jams and preserves.
We now have hundreds of Finger Limes in ten different varieties.
The planting and harvesting is ongoing with a number of other
native plants including Davidson Plum and Lemon Myrtle. The
garlic and chillies used in our products also grow on the property.
We love explaining the benefits of eating native foods to our
customers, especially as all our products contain no artificial
colourings, flavours or preservatives. Many of our products have
won medals at the Sydney Fine Food Awards over the past
few years including Finger Lime Pickle, Davidson Plum & Chilli
Sauce, Lemon Myrtle Butter, Macadamia Satay and Lilli Pilli Jam.
Winning awards like this keeps us inspired to cook up new and

Allan Wray – Coffs Coast Honey

delicious bush food creations!

I’ve been keeping bees for 41 years now, ever since I purchased
my first two hives when I was 13. My grandfather at Coramba

Find these producers and more at the Coffs Coast Growers

(west of Coffs Harbour) had bees and they always fascinated

Market, Thursdays in City Square, Coffs Harbour. Follow

me. Bees are just such amazing creatures and are of utmost

the markets on Facebook @coffscoastgrowers
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Coastbeat News
In Cb News we follow up on stories from prior issues of the magazine.
Di Morrissey Honoured
We extend our heartfelt congratulations to north coast resident,
Di Morrissey who was made a Member of the Order of Australia
(AM) for significant services to literature, conservation and the
environment in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List. Di, who we
featured in our Autumn 2019 issue, has not only published 27
best-selling novels, she also edits and publishes The Manning
Community News - a local paper in the Manning Valley. While Di is
well-known for her writing, her passion for bringing environmental
issues to the fore is perhaps lesser known. She has been a patron
of the Whale Research Centre at Southern Cross University for a
decade, has long-supported efforts to preserve the Kimberley and
Ningaloo Reef and is an advocate for Greenpeace. Di also champions
many local causes. She told Coastbeat, “It’s a tremendous thrill
especially as it acknowledges not only my contribution to literature
but my environmental endeavours as well.” Di’s new novel, The Last
Paradise is out now. For more info visit dimorrissey.com
From Forster to the Fashion Capital
When we featured Jada and her bespoke performance Nusa Indah
Surfboards in our last issue, her collaboration with fashion bible
Vogue was still hush hush. All has now been revealed with the
Forster designer unveiling three new boards featuring vintage
Vogue covers. “I was given access to the Vogue archives which
was incredible! I chose art covers by Salvador Dali, Eduardo Garcia
Benito and Georges Lepape and they were printed onto high-gloss
collector’s edition surfboards,” she explains. Jada travelled to New
York for the launch event in coastal Montauk where she rubbed
shoulders with the fashion elite and seasoned surfers alike. “The
launch was beautiful and glamorous…a bit surreal! It was a dream
collaboration come to life.” The limited edition boards can be
purchased from nusaindahsurfboards.com
Moving up a Gear
When we met dedicated, young Coffs Coast mechanic Madeline
Moore (‘Grease Monkey’ - Winter 2018) she was working
alongside two great mentors and completing the final year of her
apprenticeship. In our chat, she mentioned wanting to one day have
her own business. Maddie is now a fully-fledged mechanic and
with partner and fellow mechanic Max Pugh, recently established
her own workshop. Collectively, Maddie and Max bring 15 years’
experience to Moore Mechanical Repairs. She says, “This is our
dream, opening our own business and we go above and beyond
to give the very best to our clients. For us, safety is everything.
We offer the full range of mechanical services and source tyres
and additional accessories at the best prices, so everything is
done, saving all that running around.” And, as a way of giving
back, they also offer discounts to members of Coffs Harbour
Men’s Shed, veterans, seniors and are looking for a local women’s
group to support. Find Maddie and Max on Facebook @Moore
Mechanical Repairs
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Acknowledging the efforts of Jim Stevens
Last Summer we introduced you to Jim Stevens and his dog Buddha. For
over 20 years Jim has dedicated his time and energy to picking up rubbish
from the local streets, parks and beaches in and around Woolgoolga to
ensure the debris does not reach the ocean. The local community recently
showed Jim their appreciation for his wonderful voluntary efforts by
installing a wooden seat in his honour. We went along to the gathering
where Jim and Buddha sat back with pride on their new bench in the heart
of the beachside village. Well done Jim on this well-deserved recognition.
Take a seat and read the plaque on the corner of Beach and Wharf
streets, Woolgoolga - just opposite Bluebottles Brasserie.
Image courtesy of Coffs Coast Advocate

From the ocean to the page
Our Spring 2018 cover featured a striking vortex wave from award-winning
ocean photographer Kian Bates. In exciting news, the Boomerang Beach
local has collaborated with friend and children’s author, Dannika Patterson on
a gorgeous coffee table book, SeaSpray17. The recently released collection
pairs 17 of Kian’s stunning photographs with 17 haiku poems by Dannika.
Haiku is an ancient three-line form of Japanese poetry. Kian and Dannika
share a deep respect for our marine environment and hope that their words
and images not only bring joy and inspire families to connect with nature
but raise important questions about why our beautiful oceans, reefs and
beaches need protecting. This book is for all ages. Signed copies are
available via rawedgephotography.com.au
Read the full articles on these wonderful locals at coastbeat.com.au
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Bordered by the beautiful Bongil Bongil National Park, create a home nestled in
nature. Set on 40 hectares, this is a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in
the lifestyle of the north coast and be part of a community rich in open spaces.
Here, we meet two people closely involved with Sawtell Commons. Jackie Amos is the landscape
architect behind the creation of the outdoor areas. She has taken inspiration from the natural
setting so residents can truly embrace the coastal way of life. Her designs focus on being outside
enjoying our wonderful climate – walking, cycling and spending time together as a family. We also
gain insight from Jamie Van Tongeren who owns Lismore’s Container Build Group and created the
development’s impressive site office in just a matter of days…

Sawtell Commons
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The Landscape Architect
Jackie Amos brings to Sawtell Commons close to two decades of industry experience and is particularly
passionate about incorporating the natural environment into her designs. Jackie shares some wonderful
gardening tips too.

The natural environment has always played a huge role in Jackie’s designs

Q) Jackie, tell us a little about your work.

parkland along the creek for people to enjoy. I like to use

I have been a landscape architect for 19 years. This
occupation has provided so many great opportunities;
I work on everything from public parks to playgrounds,
schools and commercial projects. Each project is different
and requires its own solution.

natural surrounds as inspiration in choosing plant species.

Q) Is there one project you’ve been involved in that
stands above the rest?

provide the framework. It takes time for plants to establish

North Sapphire Beach on the Coffs Coast was special
because it was the first project I undertook when I
started my own business. The project developers were
also passionate about creating something wonderful.
I particularly enjoyed how huge a role the natural
environment played in the estate. The beach, creeks
and wetlands provided much inspiration in designing the
walkways, boardwalks and parklands.

different ways. Landscape design is about trying to create

Q) You’re involved with the overall landscape design
for Sawtell Commons?

There’s a trend toward sustainability and being more

Sawtell Commons has the benefit of being sited with
Bongil Bongil National Park on three of its boundaries.
The eastern part includes forest which will be added to
the National Park. The northern side has a natural drainage
corridor and vegetation here will be retained and enhanced
with extensive revegetation planting. These natural
features factor into the design.
I have sought to provide opportunities for residents to
enjoy the outdoors and to engage with the natural setting
i.e. walking paths along the creek, shaded seating areas,
a shady children’s play area and plenty of opportunities
for active and passive relaxation. I have also designed the

Q) Do you always have the long-term vision in mind?
In landscape design you always have to be thinking of
the long-term vision. I learned early on in my career that
getting the trees right was the most important thing - they
and places evolve as communities come to use spaces in
great spaces that the community can make their own.
Q) What influences your design style?
My biggest influence has always been the natural
environment. I like spaces to reflect their context and
considering natural settings is always a good start.
Q) What are the current trends in landscape design?
environmentally minded. Density leads to less green space
so the provision of shade and greenery in our urban spaces
is becoming more important. Options like green walls and
rooftop gardens are becoming popular.
Q) Where are many of us going wrong at home?
I think there’s often a focus on the internal spaces and we
miss the opportunity to create our own outdoor spaces.
These days, the ‘yard’ just seems to be something the
house sits within rather than a loved and used space. I
would like to see people think about how they can make
their garden a real part of their home that is used and
loved. Being in the garden, either working, relaxing or
playing, is healthy for us all.
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Gardening is a wonderful way to get kids outside and involved

Bottlebrush and other endemic species encourage local birdlife

Jackie’s Top Gardening Tips

Gardens, grass and gravel areas allow rainwater to soak

1. Consider native plants. They often flower longer than

into and replenish the ground.

exotics, have less water requirements and encourage local

7. Try and mulch your garden. Organic mulch will help to

birdlife. To see what does well in your area, drive around

maintain moisture and keep weeds down as well as

and look at other local gardens or visit a nearby nursery.

adding nutrients to the soil as it breaks down.

2. Grevilleas do particularly well in this region. They have

8. Gardening does not have to be expensive. Planting

beautiful flowers, flower for very long periods of time,

native plants as tube stock (small plants) allows them to

come in many colours and birds love them. They’re one of
my favourites.

establish well and develop a good root system. They also
adjust well to minimal watering when planted as small

3. Create a garden you want to be in, not just look at. Think

plants. You can save money by propagating many plants

about where you want to sit, how the kids might play and

from cuttings. Make your own plants and save money.

create functional outdoor spaces.
4. Plant a tree in your garden. It’s great for shade and adds
long-term greenery to your suburb too.

have low water requirements. Silver foliage in your
garden creates contrast with other plants.

5. Group your plants according to how much water they
are likely to require.

10. Gardening is a great way to get children outside.
Encourage them to dig, plant and mulch. Interesting plants

6. Keep concrete and other hard surfaces to a minimum.

Grevilleas are one of Jackie’s favourite species

9. Plants with grey or silver foliage are often hardy and

like succulents can appeal to a budding gardener.

Contact Jackie - jamosla@bigpond.net.au
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Out of the Box
With many Australians struggling to buy their own homes and new businesses looking for ways to cut costs,
could shipping containers be the answer? CEO of Lismore based company Container Build Group, Jamie Van
Tongeren, certainly thinks so. We get the lowdown on these sustainable, durable and affordable alternatives.
Words by Elize Strydom, photos courtesy of Container Build Group

The Sawtell Commons site office was constructed in less than a week

14 years ago, after a beach house renovation turned into an
“absolute nightmare”, Jamie Van Tongeren decided to see
what he could create with a steel shipping container. He
built a granny flat in his backyard and listed it for sale in the
local paper. “600 people enquired!” he recalls. “I knew I
was onto something.”

With the extended timelines, budget blow-outs and
unexpected costs usually associated with traditional builds,
a dwelling or commercial space constructed in under three
weeks sounds way too good to be true. Jamie assures me it
isn’t and says his team are always looking for ways to make
the process even more efficient.

The success of Container Build Group certainly attests to
that. Jamie estimates that the number of cabins, pop-up
shops, commercial spaces and luxury homes he and his
team have built has doubled every year since they began
operations in 2008. Container Build Group are now shipping
worldwide and have a sales office and containers on display
in Hawaii.

“We’ve now started making our own windows and doors
with aluminium frames which speeds things up,” he reveals.
“Our clients don’t need to worry about paying rent for a year
while their house is built or forking out between 20 and 40
thousand dollars for a concrete slab. They’re saving a lot of
time and money by choosing the shipping container option.”

Offering a full service from design to fabrication and
installation, Container Build Group recycle containers that
have shipped white goods from China to Australia. They’re
collected from Port of Brisbane and transported to factories
locally or to the company’s Lismore site. In less than three
weeks, internal fittings are added, and the containers are
delivered to their destination where licensed builders
install them.
“Flooring, insulation, windows, plumbing and tiles - we use
quality fittings with a national warranty,” Jamie explains. “We
make less money on our builds but provide a higher quality
product, which means we maintain our good reputation.”
The interior of a container home
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A Container Build Group weekender overlooking the Clarence River

“The last home we worked on in Sydney is a good
example,” Jamie adds. “The clients were quoted between
$1.3 and $1.4 million by several different builders for what
they had in mind, but we did it for just $900,000.”
As the demand for sustainable and environmentally-friendly
products continues to increase, Jamie is proud to deliver a
product that meets the eco brief as 90% of his materials
are recycled.
But what about style? Mention shipping container homes
and many people envisage a budget cabin in a rundown
caravan park or a rusty old container used for storing
unwanted goods. A quick scroll through photos of luxury
homes on Container Build Group’s website demonstrate
how far from reality this picture is.
Jamie is especially proud of a home his team built in
Lindendale on the north coast. “It really is an amazing
house,” he says. “It’s made with 14 containers and has topend finishes and fittings. The clients made a $750,000 profit
when they sold it!”
There are other wonderful examples of Jamie’s work locally

such as Salute Jetty – the café perched on the edge of the
beach in the heart of the Coffs marina and the impressive
site office at Sawtell Commons. Jamie has also custom-built
many beautiful homes across the region and the scope for
what could be done at Sawtell Commons would be
no different.
“My team would be more than happy to work with anyone
planning to build at Sawtell Commons. Regardless of
whether you’d like a small scale, single storey dwelling or a
high-end, architecturally designed home, we’d make sure it
enhances the beautiful natural surrounds and maximises the
potential for a laid-back, indoor/outdoor lifestyle”
With a constant stream of bad news dominating the
headlines, it’s encouraging to hear about local solutions to
global problems. This is one north coast company offering
viable, sustainable and innovative building alternatives. And
best of all, the stylish and functional abodes don’t cost the
earth.
Well, I’m sold, I’m more than happy to embrace an ‘out of
the box’ lifestyle!

Container Build Group CEO, Jamie Van Tongeren

Find inspiration at containerbuildgroup.com.au
Coffs Coast beachside cafe Salute Jetty
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Build your dream home at Sawtell Commons
with one of our project home builders

Display village opening 2020 - sawtellcommons.com.au

NOW
SELLING

Unmatched Lifestyle

Sawtell Commons is the last undeveloped land close to Sawtell. It is set over a
picturesque 38 hectares bordering Bongil Bongil National Park. This is a limited release.
Stage 2 is selling now with future stages due for release in 2020. Secure your generous
block in a unique bush setting just minutes from the beach and Sawtell Village.

Contact Olivia Hannah on 0416 388 562 / olivia@gowings.com
sawtellcommons.com.au

Jeramie stands before the massie copper tile structure now positioned at the Gordon Street entrance of Coffs Central
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Art in the Open
Artist Jeramie Scahill recently embarked on one of the biggest commissions of his career - transforming massive
sheets of copper into a sculpture that takes pride of place at the new entrance to one of the north coast’s
premier shopping centres. We went behind the scenes to his home studio in Sawtell.
Words and images by Elize Strydom

One of Jeramie’s many sketchbooks of inspiration

“I have a shelf full of sketchbooks with a million and one

“The art world is so fickle and rural artists are often out of

designs,” laughs Jeramie pointing to a corner of his backyard

the loop,” he says. “I still enter lots of competitions, but I’ve

studio. “I created them to draw on in the case of a mental

realised you can’t rely on prize money to get you through,

blank...but it turns out I never get mental blanks!”

hence throwing myself into my new jewellery label.”

This constant inspiration becomes clear as Jeramie shows

Happily, he didn’t have to leave the north coast to snag

me around his home and garden, pointing out sculptural
works hanging from the trees and pieces of jewellery
adorning tables and bookcases. Where most of us see a
block of wood, a collection of seed pods or a
sheet of copper, Jeramie sees potential. He
sees a story, a message and a whole new form,
shape and structure.

his latest commission, which may end up being a career
defining piece. Jeramie worked with massive sheets
of copper to create large panels patterned with copperwrapped tiles to create the impression of an underwater
scene. The sculpture is now at the new

“To imagine something

entrance to Coffs Central on Gordon Street.

and think about how

“It’s the biggest job I’ve ever had but I was up

it could be made and

“Palm fronds are always falling off a tree in

then see it through to

my backyard, so I decided to turn them into a

completion... it’s such a

sculpture,” he explains. “The minute I’m bored

high.”

for the challenge!” Jeramie laughs. “Like all
sculptures, it took on a life of its own because
when you start using a certain medium you find
it folds in a way you didn’t quite expect, or the

I just look around and am inspired to make

colours reflect a little differently. It grows as you

something with what I see.”

do, which makes it exciting.”

His artistic vision has earned him a place amongst the who’s

This isn’t the first time Jeramie has had work on show

who of sculpture at the internationally prestigious Sculpture

in Coffs Harbour, but he says the feeling never gets old.

by the Sea. In 2009 Jeramie received the Unrepresented

“I have sculptures at the front of the Cavanbah Centre in

Sculptor Award for an installation featuring six large pods

Harbour Drive and down at Park Beach near the surf club,”

woven from vines found in the rainforest. He was invited to

he says. “I get a buzz every time I see them, and I feel a real

exhibit again the following year and made a large stainless-

personal connection to my work.”

steel piece which sold for $45,000. Jeramie has since

Growing up in outback opal capital Coober Pedy put Jeramie

entered several times but hasn’t been successful.

in good stead for a life of transforming treasures from the
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A fire pit sculpture by Jeramie in his backyard

Other sculptures are dispersed throughout the garden

natural world. “My step-dad was an opal miner and I got
into opal cutting but I was a bit too wild with my shapes and
ideas,” he says. “I bought a workshop and taught myself to
be a silversmith and make jewellery.”
Jeramie initially sold traditional pieces and worked on
commissioned rings and necklaces before the desire to
focus on his own creations grew. He has now released
three of his own collections.
In an effort to encourage conscious consumerism with a
focus on environmental and ethical values, Jeramie donates
a portion of his profits to up-and-coming charities and hopes
to increase donations as his business grows – in line with
the motto ‘From a Seed to a Forest’.
His first partnership is with a local program. “Refugees
residing in Coffs have been invited to establish a new
community garden,” he explains. “Even my small donation
can make a big difference to a program like this.” Jeramie
has also partnered with an organisation called Tangaroa
Blue, a not-for-profit dedicated to the removal of rubbish and
debris from Australian beaches.
As we stroll around the garden looking at Jeramie’s
sculptural works, I comment on how satisfying it must
feel to see a finished piece on display. “Yes, to imagine
something and think about how it could be made and then
see it through to completion... it’s such a high.”
And how lucky we are to enjoy Jeramie’s work as we
wander through town and experience art in the open.

See Jeramie’s work at the Gordon Street entrance to
Coffs Central and his art and jewellery collection on
Instagram @jeramiebydesign
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Spa Packages

Organic Skincare

Pedicures & Manicures

Customised & Remedial Massage

Tanning, Waxing & Tinting

Targeted Facials

Beauty Services

Hydro-microdermabrasion

And so much more ...

Light Therapy (LED)

S E A
DIFFERENTLY

K Y U S S KI N G
H A I L I N G F R O M B Y R O N B AY O N T H E N O R T H C OA S T O F N E W
S O U T H WA L E S , K Y U S S C H A S E S WAV E S A R O U N D T H E W O R L D
KEEPING HIS QUIVER FILLED FOR FUN AND PERFORMANCE .
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Sculptures on the Coast
The Sculpture by the Sea exhibition in Sydney and Perth is the largest annual free-to-the-public outdoor
sculpture exhibition in the world. An estimated 750,000 visitors celebrate the work of Australian and overseas
artists in Bondi and Cottesloe each year.

‘High Tide’ by Tsukasa Nakahara (above, oceanside in Bondi) is now on Level 3 near bcu. Image by Daisy Montalvo

‘Phantom Vessel II’ by Virginia King is in the entry corridor on Level 1

The work of Western Australian sculptor Sally Stoneman is near Kmart

One of the attendees of the Sydney exhibition in 2017 was
our managing director, John Gowing who was struck by the
beauty of a number of sculptures. With a vision to share these
internationally recognised works of art with the north coast
community, Gowings has brought 12 pieces to Coffs Central
where we all have the opportunity to enjoy them. The striking
sculptures, most of which are by Australian artists, also create
a feeling of beauty within the centre itself. The works of art are
displayed throughout Coffs Central.
For further details on these unique creations grab a copy
of the Sculpture and Artwork Trail brochure from the
Concierge Desk
Australian artist April Pine created three surfbound figures
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Professional
Dynamic
Innovative

(02) 6652 7888

40 Park Avenue, Coffs Harbour, NSW 2450
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www.fmrealestate.com.au

Great Results By a Great Sales Team
11 Currawong Cl, Coffs Harbour

4 Reicks Cl, Sapphire Beach
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ban
by Luke Wen

4

2

2

ooks

by Shane Br

659,000

4

2

2

639,000

155 Shephards Ln, Coffs Harbour

12/86 Gundagai St, Coffs Harbour

SOLD
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by Yvette W
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5

3

4

749,000

62/94 Solitary Islands Way, Sapphire Beach

2

1+

1

13 Fantail Ct, Boambee East
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by Luke Wen
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by Yvette W

2

2

1

345,000

10 Amadeus Pl, North Boambee Valley

4

2

2
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by Shane Br

2

2

595,000

6 Amadeus Pl, North Boambee Valley

SOLD
4

425,000

by Nicole St

749,000

3

2

2

699,000

Shane Brooks

Nicole Stark

Yvette Ward

Luke Wenban

Samantha Warner

0403 266 707

0418 290 153

0403 602 544

0418 165 979

02 6652 7888

Principal & Licensee

(02) 6652 7888

Sales

Sales

Sales

40 Park Avenue, Coffs Harbour, NSW 2450

Sales Coordinator

www.fmrealestate.com.au

Tree of Life are renowned for their beautiful, feminine dresses such as this Elyse Wrap Dress
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Origins - Tree of Life
In 1968, two loved-up, hippy backpackers, John and Wendy Borthwick, set off for India with big dreams and little
in their pockets. They were free-spirited, bohemian travellers making their way across the world. This was the
start of a lifelong love affair with India and the beautiful beginnings of a brand that now has 42 stores across
Australia. We chat to John and Wendy’s son, Francis.
Interview by Yvette Harper, images courtesy of Tree of Life

John and Wendy Borthwick’s dream was always to bring a little piece of India to Australia. Image by Tim Hollister

Coastbeat: It’s amazing to see what your parents’
connection to India has brought about, not
only for your family but for so many families
there too?
Francis Borthwick: Absolutely, I’m inspired by their
deep bond with India, her people and their culture.
Mum and Dad are so passionate about helping keep
traditional Indian handicrafts and techniques alive.
Coastbeat: In the early days, John and Wendy
created many of the treasures by hand. I’m
picturing a childhood home adorned with
vibrant fabrics and fascinating handicrafts.
Was this the case?
FB: Yes it certainly was, and their home is still very
much a bohemian dream with lots of colour and art.
It’s a warm and welcoming home where you can feel
the love and I think that describes my childhood too.
Coastbeat: Did your family travel to India quite
frequently in your younger years?
FB: Yes, I’ve been traveling to India since I was eight
and the four of us Borthwick kids have travelled to
India all of our lives. We love India, having inherited
that passion from our parents and we’ve travelled
extensively throughout. Don’t forget that India is very
large and has many different extremes in every way.
India has a strong life force!

Coastbeat: And your parents were creating and
selling their wares long before opening the first
Tree of Life in Sydney’s Balmain in the early ‘90s?
FB: Indeed, they were part of a collective of people
that endeavoured to make a living with like-minded
people who shared the same ethos. The markets
they did in the early days evolved into a wholesale
business.
Coastbeat: The ethos behind the very first store
was ‘to engage with free spirits, regardless of
age, size, gender or religion.’ People embraced
this concept and the business continued to grow?
FB: I think retail back then was just such a different
space to what it is now. No online shopping, no mobile
phones, no international brands. It was very different.
The space we occupy now has quite a few players in it
but back then there was almost no-one else.
When ‘bohemian’ (as in hippy) went out of fashion
we struggled and felt like the only ones staying in that
niche while everyone else turned away. Now, there are
many other brands in the same space which in some
ways, paradoxically, makes it easier for us.
Coastbeat: Tell me about the business these days?
FB: There are currently 42 stores. The overall store
count has ebbed and flowed a bit in the last 10 years
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The jewellery is in keeping with the brand’s bohemian style

Tree of Life value their craftspeople and suppliers greatly

and it’s a family business – just as it always was. My
parents are still very much involved but not so much
in a day-to-day operational sense; they’re too busy
travelling for that!

An extension of this is giving back to the country
and the people that sustain our business. Each store
sponsors two children in a rural Indian village. Keeping
people on their land in the village is a better long-term
outcome for the villagers. Indian cities are growing
ever more crowded and it’s difficult for rural villagers to
find employment there.

I’m the General Manager of Tree of Life and my two
sisters are also part of the business in one way or
another. My brother owns a beautiful jewellery brand
with his wife so like our parents, he’s very creative.
Coastbeat: Tree of Life has evolved over the
years, but the Indian influences endure. From
where else do you source the treasures found in
the stores?
FB: We source from Thailand, China, Indonesia and
also Nepal. All amazing countries.
Coastbeat: You recently opened in Port Central,
Port Macquarie?
FB: Yes and we have been so warmly embraced by the
local community. I think Port Macquarie has many likeminded souls who connect with our brand.

The children we sponsor are provided with all care
necessary to allow them to grow into productive and
healthy adults. As we help sponsored children, we also
assist entire villages. A visiting doctor will often end
up treating anyone who needs assistance and digging
a well helps everyone in the village to access water.
We have a focus on helping and sponsoring children
but the practical application of that ends up assisting
whole communities. That work is always a pleasure.
For online purchases and info on the Indian and
Nepalese projects see treeoflife.com.au

Tree of Life has always been dedicated to giving back
and is involved in numerous projects in India and
Nepal. These endeavours include ongoing support in
education, food, medicine and agriculture as well as
sponsoring over 100 children.
Coastbeat: Francis, can you share with our
readers why giving back is so important to the
business?
FB: We have always practiced ethical trading. For
Mum and Dad, that’s just who they are. They would
never deal with businesses that they find are not
trading ethically. They have strong connections with
suppliers. They are not just massive factories with
faceless workers.

Francis in India with his wife Chrissy

Our main suppliers are also family businesses that
we’ve traded with for many, many years and our lives
and business are entwined.

Visit the new Tree of Life store at Port Central
Ph: 6584 6410.
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What’s trending this Summer
All of the fashion featured here is available from the retailers of Port Central Shopping Centre.
By Lara Morrin

Floral midi dresses and skirts
Whether it’s for lunch, festival wear or an evening out,
a light floral dress in a flattering wrap style or easy
throw on fit skirt is a must-have this season. Change
accessories and footwear to transform your boho
goddess look from day to night. Bold floral and more
understated floral will both be prevalent this Summer.
Tree of Life is your store for all things gorgeous and
floral.
Floral also features heavily in swimwear. It works
well as body camouflage when chosen correctly. For
a fabulous fit and flattering style, the team at P’Chi
Swimwear will be sure to find you something you’ll
love for years.

‘Molly’ dress from Tree of Life

Aviator Sunglasses
Something for everyone is a pair of Aviators by RayBan. It’s great to find items that look amazing and are
sun safe too. For your shades, head to Sunglass Hut
– they’ll find just the right fit.

Seafolly ‘Free Spirit’ swimming costume from P’Chi Swimwear

Pastel basics
An easy breezy floral skirt requires an essential basic
singlet or tee to complete the look. Target have a broad
range available in a variety of colours. Opt for 100%
organic cotton – it’s so breathable and soft. Target also
have a wonderful selection of mid to wide brim straw
hats, another wardrobe essential for us Coasties.

Target’s Mid Brim Floppy Sun Hat
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For men
Men get to have some fun this Summer with statement
shirts and chinos. Connor have relocated to a seriously
massive space and can help with a conversational piece
that suits your fun side. Team the shirt with the everpopular chino shorts and you’re good to go.
Complete the look with a statement timepiece and
headwear. Stormriders have the Nixon Sentry SS watch,
a seriously cool piece. Complete the look with a stylish
hat such as a fedora by Brixton or a bucket hat by Afends
for a more chill look.

Cotton On high rise denim shorts

Denim Shorts
No ladies, not the daisy dukes! Thankfully, denim
shorts have moved away from the uncomfortable,
skin-tight look and a more laid-back style is on trend.
Choose a ‘mum’ or ‘boyfriend’ fit high-rise in a soft,
relaxed denim. Cotton On have your denim needs
covered.

Nixon watch from Stormriders

Flamingo shirt from Connor

Messer Fedora by Brixton from Stormriders

Footwear - Earthy tones
Nude and earthy hues are popular and versatile.
The casual option is the German made Birkenstock,
known and loved the world over for their durability and
comfort. For a dressier look, consider the gladiator style
‘Sonya’ by Django & Juliette or ‘Bueno Violin’ by Bueno.
Manning Shoes will custom fit and guide you through
the process of choosing the perfect pair of shoes.

‘Sonya’ by Django & Juliette

Lara Morrin is the manager of Port Central’s newest
retailer, Tree of Life. She has over 22 years of retail
experience. Lara relocated to Port Macquarie two years
ago and has wholeheartedly embraced the local lifestyle
and community.
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A Whole Body Treat
For some, the words ‘laser hair removal’ prompt a scrunched-up face and visions of lasers darting painfully at
your skin. However, that’s far from the reality of what this magnificent treatment can do. As Ali Hiddlestone
explains, permanent, quick and pain-free are just a few of the great reasons to consider laser.
Words by Ali Hiddlestone

When I walk into the new Laser Clinics Australia store at
Coffs Harbour, I’m greeted by a team of friendly faces who
confirm my appointment; one session of laser hair removal
and a 5-step custom microdermabrasion facial. Yes please!
A slight disclaimer, I’m no stranger to the world of laser hair
removal however, I’ve opted to have my legs done for the
first time and it’s safe to say, I’m already daydreaming about
the shaving and wax-free days ahead.
The lovely owner of Laser Clinics Australia Coffs Harbour,
Sara Alexander, has been spreading the laser love all along
the Mid North Coast for the last few years. She originally
launched a clinic in Port Macquarie before recently moving
to the Coffs Coast (two children in tow) to open the
clinic here.

The pigment in the follicle then absorbs this light and inhibits
its ability to grow.
I’m given sunglasses (as protection from the light) and told
to lie back and relax. For those new to laser, it feels like a
tiny pinch of heat and a puff of cold air at the same time, but
all in all, it’s pain-free and not at all like the darting strobes
of burning you may have envisioned. In just a few minutes,
she’s all done and I’m wondering why I didn’t do my
legs sooner.
Next, it’s time for my facial and I’m very excited - it’s been
a long time since I’ve given my skin any love. Step one is
a cleanse. Sara tells me it’s a gentle cleanser designed to
remove dirt and any impurities from the skin. I worry she
may be cleansing for a while! We then move to step two -

Sara gives me a form to fill out on any skin concerns or
troublesome areas and before I know it, I’m whisked into
one of the rooms where she runs me through the regime
for laser treatements.
Sara explains that it takes between 8 to 12 sessions, around
a month or so apart, before you’re on your way to hair
free days. From there, she adds, it’s just a matter of yearly
maintenance visits. Hallelujah!
Aside from being able to avoid painful waxing or even just
the hassle of shaving every few days, the biggest benefit
of laser is the permanent hair reduction. Laser hair removal
works by directing concentrated light into the hair follicles.
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a glycolic 14% cleanser. This gives the skin a deeper cleanse
and exfoliates. My skin is singing already.
Step three is microdermabrasion. What I can only describe
as a delicious tiny vacuum on your skin, microdermabrasion
uses small crystals to gently exfoliate the surface and
remove dead skin cells, which are then swiftly sucked up.
The next step was truly amazing; Sara placed an enzymatic
micro peel on to my skin, which, in her words, is like a PacMan on your face, eating any dead skin cells in sight, minus
being chased by the scary ghosts of course.
Sara then puts me under a glorious LED Healite for 15
minutes and it’s like I’ve been transported to a beautiful
island…all I can feel is the warmth of the sun on my face.
Designed to assist with skin rejuvenation, collagen induction
and cell renewal, Sara tells me the LED Healite is a popular
choice for new mums with many often falling asleep during
the treatment. I can see why!

Sara Alexander (second from left) with the LCA team

50% off skin treatments

For the finishing touches, Sara treats my skin to a multiactive mist and moisture defence moisturiser, and I leave
the clinic feeling fresh, rejuvenated and a million dollars.

Celebrate Summer with this exclusive Coastbeat
beauty offer: Laser Clinics Australia at Coffs
Central is offering Coastbeat readers 50% off
skin treatments until January 31, 2020.

See Sara and the team at the new Coffs Harbour Laser
Clinics at Coffs Central. Ph) 6516 2044

Mention this offer when making your booking.

WELCOME TO OUR FAVOURITE PLACE ON THE PLANET
If you’re searching for a home base to enjoy everything the Coffs Coast has to offer, look no further than
Coffs Coast Accommodation. With thoughtfully designed holiday homes, you’ll be well-situated to
experience the best of Coffs Harbour's most breathtaking & rejuvenating activities. Be careful though,
you may just fall head over heels & move here yourself!
Experiences tailored to not only suit, but excite & inspire you. Suitable for large families, retreating
couples, corporate workgroups & your much-loved pets. Book your stay today!

@COFFSCOASTACCOMMODATION

COFFSCOASTACCOMMODATION.COM.AU | +61 434 486 660
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Why Women Should Lift Weights
Words by Jen McCulloch from Coffs Coast Health Club

Jen assists one her personal training clients

As a personal trainer, I often find that women don’t lift

testosterone, consuming more calories and almost daily

As we get older it becomes even more important to keep
up strength training on a regular basis. For best results,
I recommend two to three full-body strength workouts
per week with some kind of cardiovascular exercise on
other days to keep your heart strong. Remember, the
heart is an essential muscle too.

weight training.

3. You Will Build Stronger Bones

Here are six reasons to not only dispel the

Lifting weights is your best defence against osteoporosis.
Osteoporosis Australia estimates that by 2022, there
will be 2.07 million older people in NSW and the
ACT with low bone mass - that’s a 26%
increase from 2012 figures. This rise in low
bone mass particularly impacts women but
men account for 13% of these figures so it’s
evident that we all need to keep up strength
training.

weights because they’re concerned it will make them
look bulky. I’m here to put that myth to bed as this could
not be further from the truth! What we think of as ‘bulk’
or gaining muscle mass, comes from a combination of

myth but encourage you to get lifting too.
1. You Will Burn More Calories
Yes, cardio burns more calories than
strength training during a 30-minute
session. However, lifting weights
burns more calories overall. It all
goes back to building muscle. It
takes more calories for your body
to maintain muscle cells than it
does to maintain fat cells. So, by lifting
weights and adding more lean muscle, you’ll boost
your metabolism, thereby making your body more

When you lift weights, you engage
muscles that pull on the tendons which in
turn pull on the bones. This added stress
makes bones stronger.

efficient at burning fat.

4. Your Heart Will Be Healthier

2. You Will Maintain Muscle

It may seem counterintuitive that weightlifting lowers
blood pressure given that your blood pressure goes up
during and immediately after your strength session,
but research shows that weights are a powerful way to
protect your ticker in the long run.

From the age of 30, women start to lose muscle. Over
a lifetime, this can equate to an average loss of 22% of
their total muscle mass and unfortunately, this void often
gets replaced with fat. Did you know that 1kg of fat takes
up 18% more space than 1kg of muscle, so the number
may go down on the scales, but the dress size may go up.

When muscles contract, blood is pushed back up to the
heart. The heart then recirculates this oxygenated blood
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back to the muscles which gives the circulatory system
a better workout because the oxygen expenditure is
more intense. Additionally, maintaining lean muscle mass
enables you to do more work overall, further enhancing
this effect.
5. You Will Strengthen Your Brain
Muscles strengthen both your body and your brain. Think
of your brain as the central processing unit; nerve fibres
from the brain run down the spinal cord and branch out in
networks to every skeletal muscle that moves, like wires
connected to light bulbs and outlets in your home. By
learning new movement patterns and replicating existing
patterns, you’ll only strengthen these connections.
6. You Will Be Happier and Less Stressed
Weight training also has the power to release pleasure
through endorphins, those feel-good chemical in your
brain. A 2018 study (by JAMA Psychiatry) analysed over
30 experiments relating to weight training and depression.
The results showed that strength training led to
improvements across the board in depressive symptoms
such as low mood, a loss of interest in activities and
feelings of worthlessness.
So, what are you waiting for ladies (and fellas)? Put your
health first and implement strength training into your
fitness routine.

For guidance call me on 0431 141 701, pop into the
gym at Moonee Market or find me on Facebook
@jenloufit
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Professional Damp & Mould Removal Experts
Since its inception 20 years ago, Moisture Cure has been geared to solving
moisture-related problems. The aim is to assist in preserving the property and
achieving maximum healthy air quality for its inhabitants. Our products can be
found in buildings throughout Australia.
We are particularly proud to claim that we are first to offer a Building Health
Evaluation on the Mid North Coast. It stands to reason that any building within
10 kilometres of the ocean, a river or major lake is likely to experience humidity
problems. The worst situations are where buildings are closed tightly for
regular and/or long periods of time.
The service has proved to be of value also to people either buying or selling
a property where there is some question regards moisture and mould issues.
Our solutions have changed many and varied situations from a dilemma to a
success.
The physical assessment will take from 1 to 1½ hours to complete. Our
Building Health Evaluator will carry out an objective study of various aspects
of the building to first determine the cause of the problem. Observations and
moisture readings are recorded to form the basis of our recommendations. All
this information is then collated into a comprehensive report. A quote for any
further service recommended that we can supply is also included.
Even if the recommended remediation is not timely or affordable, our customers
appreciate having a ‘game plan’ or at least a better understanding of their
situation and reassurance that there is a positive solution.
In the near future, we intend to offer this service further afield and are currently
seeking tradesmen willing to add this sought-after service to their portfolio.
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Best Books for Summer
The team from Book Face Port Macquarie share their recommended reads this season.
The Testaments

The Handmaid’s Tale television series introduced Margaret
Atwood’s 1985 book to a whole new audience and The
Testaments is her much-anticipated follow-up. Set 15 years
after Handmaid’s, it is told from the perspective of three
female narrators, Aunt Lydia, Agnes and Daisy.
Aunt Lydia still holds a powerful position in Gilead, training
and managing handmaids. Agnes is the child forcibly given up
by Offred and Luke and now the daughter of a Commander
and his wife. Daisy is a politically active teen living in Canada
who discovers she was Baby Nichole – the infant born to
Offred and smuggled out of Gilead years before. A plan is
hatched to smuggle Daisy back into the totalitarian state
to retrieve damning documents that could bring about the
regime’s demise. It is here that the characters’ paths intersect
and become tightly woven together.
It Sounded Better in My Head

Young adult readers are loving this debut novel by Nina
Kenwood that portrays the insecurities and confusion of
young adulthood with humour, authenticity and empathy. It
is written in confessional first-person by Natalie who has just
finished Year 12 and is blindsided by her parents’ decision
to separate. Nothing quite makes sense and then Natalie
develops feelings for Alex, her friend’s older brother, and her
world really changes.
Booktopia describes this book as a ‘deeply tender comingof-age story about first love and friendship.’ It may be in the
Book Face Store Manager Cathy Hunt with a favourite new release

Young Adult genre, but this is a heart-warming tale for all.

For Children

Fiction

The Good Thieves

The Wife and the Widow

Cathy and her colleague Chris both rave about this new
thriller from the same author as The Nowhere Child, one of
Australia’s best-selling debut novels. “All we can say about
this book by Christian White is that whatever you think might
happen, don’t believe it for a second. NOTHING is as you
expect. It’s tricky to write a review without giving away key
plot points but we will say that it is filled to the brim with plot

This fast-paced heist adventure from Katherine Rundell is
getting rave reviews for its interesting and genuine characters
and edge of your seat plot. The story, set amidst the glamour
and grit of Prohibition Era New York, centres around brave
and clever heroine Vita Marlowe and her beloved grandfather,
Jack. Jack has been swindled out of his home and
possessions by a notorious conman with Mafia connections.
Vita meets other plucky kids and together, the group try

twists and constant ‘What the?’ moments that will resonate

to undo the wrongs done to Jack. The Good Thieves is

with you long after you’ve finished reading.”

recommended for readers aged 9 and up.

Silver

Dr Seuss’s Horse Museum

Chris Hammer’s Silver is the sequel to last year’s compelling

This playful new picture book is based on manuscripts and

investigative crime novel, Scrublands. The Australian author

sketches discovered in archives in 2013 and explores art

keeps with the protagonist from his debut, seasoned

through the unique Seuss lens. It makes the perfect gift for

journalist Martin Scarsden. Despite vowing never to return,

a budding young artist or any fan of this beloved author. The

Scarsden finds himself back in his hometown of Port Silver

Cat in the Hat and the Grinch both make cameo appearances.

where he learns that his childhood best friend has been

This fun new work also has an Aussie connection with one of

brutally murdered. The book is filled with twists and turns to

our own behind the wonderful illustrations - acclaimed author

keep you guessing and turning the pages!

and illustrator Andrew Joyner.
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Non-Fiction

Week Light

She Said

Australia’s best-selling cookbook author, Donna Hay brings

This critically acclaimed read is by the Pulitzer Prize winning

her weekly meals to us with family-friendly, fuss-free meals.

reporters behind the article that exposed the decades of
sexual harassment and abuse by Harvey Weinstein. In She
Said Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey share the thrilling untold
story of their investigation that sent shockwaves around

She has reworked many of her all-time classic meals and
vegetables are certainly celebrated in this new release. Hay
says, “This book is about using food to refuel and re-energise,
while nurturing ourselves with flavour.”

the world and was instrumental in propelling the #MeToo
movement.

All the above titles are available at Book Face Store and
Café at Port Central. Ph) 6584 6001

DIGITAL
VIDEO
Lab.
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Trailblazing the eco-adventure genre
For most young students, story time was about spinning fun tales of dragons, princesses and trolls and little
else. For Annie Seaton, it fuelled a love of writing stories that decades later, would turn into a career. With over
40 books under her belt and the recent release of another hit, Coastbeat caught up with the Nambucca Heads
local to chat about Undara and living out her dream as an author.
Words by Ali Hiddlestone

the depths of the dramatic Undara lava tubes. These lava tubes
are located on a cattle station owned by farmer Travis Carlyle. He
too is dealing with a marriage breakdown and struggling to keep
his farm and family afloat. When things start going wrong for the
farm and around the dig site, Emlyn and Travis find themselves
caught in a race against time to save the station, and their lives.
While she’s dabbled in romance genres in the past, Annie’s
making waves in the writing world with her new genre, ecoadventure fiction. “It’s quite exciting to be working in a very new
genre,” she says.

Between story time and visits to the local library with her mum,
little Annie Seaton’s love of reading and writing was sparked
early and she has wanted to be a writer for as long as she can
remember. However, it would take multiple career changes, a
few life hurdles and many years before Annie would achieve her
lifelong dream.
“After nine years of studying, a lengthy career as an academic
research librarian, a high school principal and a university tutor, I
decided to retire early, take the leap and try to fulfill my dream of
becoming a full-time writer,” she says.
With five decades of stories built up in her head, Annie has never
been short on material. She released 43 books in the space of
just eight years and has two more in the pipeline. “I just had this
overwhelming desire to write, so once I started, I didn’t stop.”

“There are three key themes that I’m passionate about and these
resonate in my stories. The first is my love for the Australian
landscape and the potential for it to be under threat, be that by
tourism, corrupt business or government. Secondly, I like to take
readers on a journey (from their armchair) to places they might
not be able to travel to. I only write about a setting that I’ve been
to and explored myself. And thirdly, I like to gently explore the
human condition – whether that’s depression, tragedy, resilience
– and my characters often populate that threatened landscape
and overcome that adversity.”
Despite her busy life on the road experiencing new and remote
parts of Australia, Annie says there’s no place like home. “We’ve
lived in Nambucca Heads for over 30 years and to me, it’s the
most beautiful place not only in Australia but around the world.”
Annie is set to release two more books by 2021. Osprey Reef will
be released next year with East of Alice out the following year.
For Port and Coffs based readers, Undara is available from
Book Face in Port Central and Kmart in Coffs Central.

Inspired by the Australian landscape, Annie and her husband
leave the coast every Winter to roam the remote areas of
Australia for story ideas and research. It was a visit to the Undara
lava tubes in 2016 that inspired her latest novel.
“We were travelling across the top of Australia and staying in a
caravan park when someone told us about the Undara lava tubes.
We’d never heard of them,” Annie says. “We decided to do a tour
and the guide told us that ancient roof collapses had formed a
network of caves creating about 100kms of unexplored terrain.
No one has ever been in there or knows what species are living
there. That was my moment of inspiration and I thought, ‘there’s
a story in that!’”
Undara tells the story of Emlyn, a young scientist trying to
escape her marriage breakdown by burying herself in her work.
She is based at Hidden Valley researching new insect species in

The Australian landscape inspires Annie’s writing

For more info see www.annieseaton.net
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PRESENTED BY

SWIFF’20 IS COMING!
Settle in for two weeks of cinema experience on the coast
this January, as the only summertime film festival kicks
off its fifth edition 9-24 Jan
Do you look for a solid mix of culture and chill in your summer
holiday? The Screenwave International Film Festival (SWIFF) has
popped up as the largest arts and culture festival on the Mid North
Coast of NSW, with thousands of film lovers pouring into cinema
for a feast of cutting-edge cinema on the Coffs Coast.
SWIFF is all about the feature films. With over 65 different feature
films to see, cinephiles will feel like a kid in a candy store – totally
spoiled for choice! Whether you love your world cinema, this year’s
festival circuit award winners, Australia cinema, independent flicks,
or compelling documentaries, you will need a good cup of coffee
and some time to browse through the SWIFF 2020 line-up.
Filmmakers from all over Australia – directors, actors, writers, and
producers – attend the festival, walk the red carpet, and connect
with festival audiences about their films.
The festival is home to Australia’s largest regional youth film
competition – Nextwave! Each year the next generation of
filmmakers from around regional Australia make original short films
and submit them into the competition to win from prizes worth
over $40,000. All short film finalists are premiered at the Nextwave
Youth Film Awards gala night, which sells out every year as firsttime filmmakers’ works are met with raucous applause.
SWIFF’s main feature film program is screened in Coffs Harbour’s
Jetty Memorial Theatre and in neighbouring Bellingen Memorial
Hall over the 16-day festival. Each year the festival has events,
exhibitions, special screenings to connect with other film lovers
travelling from across Australia for what is becoming regional
Australia’s premiere film festival experience.
The full SWIFF 2020 line-up will be announced on December 8th,
with earlybird passes on sale until that date. Festivalgoers can
purchase their passes now and pick their films once announced.

FOR TICKETS AND PROGRAMMING VISIT
SWIFF.COM.AU

‘20

SCREENWAVE INTERNATIONAL

FILM FESTIVAL

9 - 24 JAN | COFFS COAST HEART OF FILM

Wallis Lake - Booti Booti National Park. #Tiona_NSW: Image By Jye Currie

D i s c o v e r t h e r e g i o n ’ s fa n t a s t i c
lifestyle and tourism offerings

Explore the NSW Barrington Coast and
discover the region’s fantastic year round
lifestyle and unforgettable experiences.
15 National Parks, 63 state forests, 190kms of
coastline with crystal clear water, pristine beaches
galore, lakes, rivers and villages and towns full of
friendly locals, happy holidaymakers, ﬁne food
and drink, fabulous accommodation, shopping,
attractions and so much more.

Pick up
your
free
copy o
f
Issue
#2

Available across the region at tourism outlets and Visitor Information
Centres; resorts, motels, hotels, holiday parks and holiday homes, retailers,
restaurants and cafes and local real estate agents.
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Banking on a Future
They say that if you want a job done, ask a busy person, but what if that job is saving the world? Coastbeat
catches up with Mike Smith, farmer turned soil specialist, turned banker, turned superhero, who is handing out
capes, masks and mulch to everyone with a patch of dirt willing to join him.
Words by Zacharey Jane, photography by Elize Strydom

Organic Matters and Soil School founder, Mike Smith

In Winter 2018, Coastbeat introduced you to Mike Smith,
founder of Organic Matters and Soil School, partner in the
Sea Mercy Remote Islands Soil Education, and farmer at
Solum Farm. Plus, he has a family and runs a pub. Busy
enough?
No. The latest crusade from superman Smith is the Carbon
Collective, which is taking a tilt at saving the world (like
Superman, but without the exterior undies).
Do you know the price of carbon? Too much,
is the educated response from those familiar
with the Keeling Curve, the graph charting the
frightening accumulation of carbon dioxide
(CO2) in Earth’s atmosphere. What if there was
a way to pull this accumulating CO2 into the
soil, and make an income doing so?

tells me. “Currently it’s worth about 10 bucks a tonne in the
US – pretty good dough. There’s a real business model in
keeping carbon in the soil.”
Which is where the idea for the Carbon Bank came from.
“We use the word ‘bank’ so it’s easily recognisable; the
model is derived from a member-based credit union
platform,” says Mike. “Joining the Carbon Bank is free,
providing you do a soil regeneration training program.”

“The Carbon Collective
offers a way we can
all actively combat
the frightening rise of
carbon dioxide in our
atmosphere.”

Members log their soil carbon level into their
Carbon Collective account and receive an
interest rate from that, based on the daily global
carbon price. Businesses wanting to offset
their emissions access the aggregated carbon
‘banked’ in the Collective and lease, or buy it, to
offset their carbon footprint.
Here’s the ka-ching!

Welcome to the Carbon Collective.
While examining data from Soil School projects on the Fijian
islands of Mago and Batiki (see page 122), Mike and his
team discovered that their regenerative farming practices
had increased soil carbon by drawing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere.
“1% of carbon in our topsoil is equal to about 32 tonnes per
hectare, and that’s got a value as sequestered carbon,” Mike

Let’s say a farmer has 100 hectares, with
1% soil carbon. That’s about 32 tonnes per hectare. 100
hectares means 3200 tonnes of carbon. At roughly $10
a tonne, 3200 tonnes of carbon means $32,000 in the
bank available for leasing, at a percentage per annum.
“The numbers start to add up pretty quickly!” says Mike.
“Members can make a good income out of being a carbon
farmer.”
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Soil School projects in the South Pacific provide key information on soil carbon. Image of Batiki Island by Callum Drummond

If the Carbon Collective member then improves their soil
through regenerative practices, they will increase their
profit. But there is an even better reason to care for their
capital. “If 30% of all farmers in the world took up Soil
School regenerative farming practices and stopped using
synthetic fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides and fungicides,
we’d deal with all man-made carbon in the first year – gone,”
says Mike Smith. “It’s a big call, isn’t it?”
Huge. Enormous.
Existing carbon sequestration models deal with baseline

carbon is sequestered: which property, where,”
Mike responds.
“This is mass participation in the carbon market: the
democratisation of carbon,” Mike says. “Forgive me a
megalomaniac moment, but what if carbon replaced gold as
our currency standard and we all had a share?”
Fighting words that could fund the Earth’s recovery. The
Carbon Collective offers a way we can all actively combat
the frightening rise of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere. You
can take that to the bank.

carbon, which means that the government measures your
baseline soil and, if you lock it up, pay you that baseline
carbon price.
So why change? “It’s costing governments money. Farmers
are drawing income by neglect and I believe they should
have some skin in the game,” replies Mike, the farmer.
“They can actively manage their soil to increase the carbon
sequestered - Soil School has proven that.”
How can suburban people get involved?
Perhaps your local primary school has a hectare available
for soil improvement. Using Carbon Collective infrared
technology, you scan the topsoil, ascertain its carbon
content and, using the Carbon Collective phone app that
verifies position via satellite GPS, send that data to the
Carbon Bank. The dollar equivalent is credited to the school’s
account. CO2 emitters trying to lower their carbon footprint
pay the bank to lease the registered carbon-storing soil
and the bank passes that real cash on to the farmer. Or the
school. Or you.
‘Like when you pay a few dollars to offset your airline
flight?’ I ask.
“Yes, except you have no idea where your money is going.
The Carbon Collective is laying a blockchain over their whole
technology so that the buyer knows exactly where the

For info on Carbon Collective and Organic Matters
Foundation see organicmatters.org.au
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Batiki Island is three hours by boat from the mainland

The 50 families on the island are producing coconut oil in the hope of improving their income
0122 | www.coastbeat.com.au
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Bula from Batiki
For many, Fiji brings to mind sun-drenched holidays, the warm, gentle ways of the locals and perhaps even
delicious cocktails, poolside. But for the villagers on the remote island of Batiki, improving the community’s
income is their primary focus. As part of our continuing ‘Postcards from the Pacific’ series, we meet expat Callum
Drummond and learn how we can all support Batiki Island.
Words by Yvette Harper, photography by Callum Drummond

Several years ago, young Brit and keen rugby player, Callum
Drummond visited Batiki Island as part of a teaching and
sports coaching project. From the moment he arrived for
his month-long stay, Callum immediately felt at home. He
loved the Fijian village lifestyle and was warmly embraced
by everyone, establishing personal connections unlike those
he had ever experienced.
Callum’s visit came to an end, but he would return regularly
over the next few years during uni holidays and stay in the
village of Yavu with a family who have become like his
very own. Fiji and Batiki have certainly
captured Callum’s heart and earlier this
year, he moved there permanently.
Batiki is an island of volcanic origin
located on the Lomaiviti Archipelago.
The population totals about 300
residents in the four villages of Mua,
Yavu, Naigani and Manuku. There is a
primary school with around 60 students
as well as a nursing station. Days are spent
farming, fishing, weaving mats and producing
coconut oil whilst the evenings are for telling stories and
laughing with friends and relatives.
The main challenge on the island is the ability to earn an
income. Being so remote (three hours by boat from Viti
Levu – Fiji’s largest island) makes it difficult and costly to
access the mainland to sell goods, thereby making it nigh
on impossible for Batiki residents to build a viable business.
Fortunately, with Bula Batiki coconut oil, Callum has found a
way to help.

curry. Additionally, it’s renowned for digestive and immune
support and even dental care. Oil pulling is an ancient
tradition that involves swilling the oil around your mouth
on an empty stomach to remove toxins from the body and
bacteria from the mouth.
And what makes Bula Batiki Raw Fijian Coconut Oil so
special? Bula Batiki is produced on an island free from
pollution or fumes. The oil is hand-made by the villagers
and each jar comes tagged with the name of the family
that created it. All of the coconut oil is produced in
Fiji’s first village-level certified organic facility, an
incredible achievement for such a small island.
As a side note, Batiki was part of Soil School
(see page 120) in 2017. The program was
a great success with the core group of
villagers learning about and then developing
organic farming techniques that had not
been used on the island for generations.
Naturally, the primary aim of selling the coconut
oil is to provide an income so Batiki residents have
better access to education, be it for school or university
fees or to purchase educational materials. Covering
healthcare travel costs and funding additional housing
developments are other great gains from the extra income.
For now, Callum, who says he is definitely Fijian at heart,
will continue to work closely with the people he so
loves. His longer-term hope is that Batiki will serve as an
example to other remote Pacific Island communities in
demonstrating how to create a successful business while
maintaining a traditional culture and lifestyle

“The idea for Bula Batiki was born in 2014 when I made
coconut oil on the island with my Fijian family. Upon my
return to the UK, I gave the oil to my parents as gifts but
soon realised that it made more sense to be selling this
amazing, high quality oil beyond Fiji and sending money
back to benefit my Batiki family.”
The idea developed quickly with the whole community
producing oil and Callum set out to raise some start-up
money to support the budding business. Backing from
Cardiff University, where Callum was studying psychology
at the time, allowed production to begin. The first batch of
Bula Batiki was produced and shipped to the UK in June
2016.
The benefits of the oil are becoming broadly known, but
for those of you not yet on the coconut oil bandwagon, it’s
fabulous as moisturiser for the skin, for silky, soft hair (yes
fellas, for facial hair too) to cook with or to add flavour to a

Read more and buy your coconut oil at
bulabatiki.co.uk - Interested retailers can contact:
coconuts@bulabatiki.com
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Captain Cook’s Right-Hand Man
Few people know about the important contribution made to Captain James Cook’s expedition through the
Pacific Islands by a revered “genius” – Polynesian navigator, priest, scholar, linguist, artist and warrior, Tupaia.

This Tahitian scene is one of a number of drawings by Tupaia. Image courtesy of the British Library

2020 marks 250 years since Captain James Cook and the HMB

Cook was initially reluctant to accept a passenger, but Banks

Endeavour reached the southern coast of New South Wales and

offered to cover Tupaia’s expenses. After joining Cook’s

sailed north, charting Australia’s eastern coastline. For Australia’s

expedition, Tupaia guided the Endeavour through the Society

First People, the 1770 landing resulted in fundamental changes

Islands and acted as an intermediary between the crew and

to their way of life. It also paved the way for waves of migration

Maori warriors. The Polynesian was keen to head west and take

and the shape of modern Australia.

Cook and his crew to islands he knew well, but the Captain

While most Australians have some knowledge of Captain

was under strict, secret orders from the British Admiralty to

Cook and his expeditions, fewer would be aware of the

sail south in search of the continent many believed existed in
the Southern Hemisphere. While Tupaia found himself in

significant role played by a Polynesian man named

unfamiliar waters he continued to help in any way he

Tupaia. This remarkable man was originally from

could, sharing his insight and aiding Cook in charting

Raiatea, one of the Society Islands in the South

the Tahitian islands.

Pacific Ocean. He was the son of master
navigators and had studied star and sun

Tupaia’s health began to deteriorate once the

paths that allowed him to make astronomical

Endeavour sailed into cooler climates. He was

observations. Not only that, he was a priest,

struggling with an intestinal disorder, likely due to

scholar, linguist, artist and warrior.

his poor diet. And although he landed on Australian
soil, Tupaia wasn’t able to communicate with the

Tupaia had memorised details of an extensive list

Indigenous people. As a result, he was viewed as less

of Pacific Islands - an estimated 130 in all. He knew
their size, reef and harbour locations, whether the
islands were inhabited, the names of local chiefs

Captain James Cook

useful and his influence and popularity waned.
Tupaia redeemed himself slightly when he proved he

was able to forage and hunt for fresh and nutritious food on the

and food produced there.
He met Captain Cook in Tahiti and acted as an interpreter and
guide. Cook’s journal reveals he found Tupaia to be “…a very
intelligent person and to know the Geography of the Islands
situated in these seas, their produce and the religion, laws

Australian mainland. However, he never fully recovered from
his sickness and passed away when the Endeavour stopped in
Jakarta, Indonesia. About 30 other crew members died here as
ship-borne illnesses spread.

and customs of the inhabitants better than any one we had

Encounters 2020 commemorates the 250th anniversary of

met with.” Sir Joseph Banks, Captain Cook’s official botanist,

Captain Cook’s expedition. A replica of the Endeavour will retrace

described Tupaia as a genius and insisted he join the Endeavour.

Cook’s journey, examining it from the perspective of those on

Banks wrote: “What makes him more than anything else

the shore and the ship. Participants can join the Newcastle to

desirable is his experience in the navigation of these people and

Brisbane leg in mid-May.

knowledge of the islands in these seas; he has told us names of
above seventy, most of which he himself has been.”

For more on Encounters 2020 see www.sea.museum
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BARRINGTON COAST / GREAT LAKES

un:Seen Exhibition

Subsonic Music Festival

6 December, Taree
Manning Regional Art Gallery

6-8 December, Riverwood Downs
www.subsonicmusic.com.au

Harrington Festival

Wingham Summertime Rodeo

1 January, Harrington
harringtonandsurrounds.com.au
www

www

4 January, Wingham
Wingham Rodeo

Carols by Candlelight

Devil Ark Tour

www

www

16 December, Tuncurry
barringtoncoast.com.au

28 December, Gloucester
aussieark.org.au

TasteFest on the Manning

Battle of the Boats

www

www

11 January, Taree
tastefest.com.au

22-23 February, Elizabeth Beach
pacificpalmsslsc.org.au

PORT MACQUARIE

Festival of the Sun

Oysters in the Vines

12-14 December, Port Macquarie
fotsun.com

28 December, Port Macquarie
cassegrainwines.com.au

Kendall National Violin Comp

Red Hot Summer Tour

www

31 January - 1 February, Kendall
kendallviolin.org.au
www

www

1 February, Port Macquarie
redhotsummertour.com.au
www

Golden Lure Tournament

Lennon: Through a Glass Onion

10-18 January, Port Macquarie
pmgfc.com.au

17 January, Port Macquarie
glasshouse.org.au

Grape Stomping Champs

Touch Junior State Cup

www

9 February, Wauchope
bago.com.au
www
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www

14-16 February, Port Macquarie
nswtouch.com.au
www
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MACLEAY VALLEY

Motorcycle Toy Run

16 December, South West Rocks
naturelandclassicmotorcycleclub.org.au
www

Annual Santa Surf

24 December, Crescent Head
The Crescent Head Santa Surf

Hat Head Trig Marathon
26 December, Hat Head
Hat Head Trig Marathon

Trial Bay Triathlon

8-9 February, South West Rocks
trialbaytri.com.au
www

COFFS COAST

Screenwave Int’l Film Festival
9-24 January, Coffs Harbour
swiff.com.au
www

Live Music + Seafood

7 February, Urunga
anchorswharf.com.au
www

Camp Creative Bellingen
13-17 January, Bellingen
campcreative.com.au
www

NSW Oztag Jnr State Champs
8-10 February, Coffs Harbour
oztag.com.au
www

Street Eats The Jetty

25 January, Coffs Harbour
Street Eats The Jetty

Summer Beach Hopp

15 February, Coffs Harbour
Summer Beach Hopp

Cinema Under the Stars

1 February, Coffs Harbour
newcastlepermanent.com.au
www

Elton John Live

25-26 February, Coffs Harbour
oznz.eltonjohn.com
www

CLARENCE VALLEY

December Weekend of Rowing
7-8 December, Grafton
myclarencevalley.com
www

Yamba Triathlon

8 December, Yamba
yambatriathlon.com.au
www

Beach Volleyball Day

29 December, Minnie Water
Minnie Water Wooli SLSC

0127 | www.coastbeat.com.au

Yamba Ocean Swims
5 January, Yamba
oceanfit.com.au
www

C O A S T B E AT / E V E N T S

BYRON BAY

Cape Byron Distillery Tour
On regularly, Byron Bay
capebyrondistillery.com
www

Falls Festival

28 Dec-5 Jan, Nth Byron Parklands
fallsfestival.com
www

The Animals

12 December, Byron Bay
metropolistouring.com
www

Starlight Festival

2-5 January, Byron Bay
starlightfestival.com.au
www

Babe Rainbow-Today Tour
20 December, Byron Bay
oztix.com.au
www

Ballina Boxing Day Races
26 December, Ballina
ballinajockeyclub.com.au
www

Show and Shine

Byron Bay Surf Festival

www

www

12 Jan, Ballina
northcoaststreetmachines.com.au

0128 | www.coastbeat.com.au

14-16 February, Byron Bay
byronbaysurffestival.com.au

0129 | www.coastbeat.com.au
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